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SPECTRAL THEORY FOR SYSTEMS OF ORDINARY
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS WITH DISTRIBUTIONAL
COEFFICIENTS
AHMED GHATASHEH AND RUDI WEIKARD
Abstract. We study the spectral theory for the first-order system Ju′+qu =
wf of differential equations on the real interval (a, b) when J is a constant,
invertible skew-Hermitian matrix and q and w are matrices whose entries are
distributions of order zero with q Hermitian and w non-negative. Also, we do
not pose the definiteness condition customarily required for the coefficients of
the equation. Specifically, we construct minimal and maximal relations, and
study self-adjoint restrictions of the maximal relation. For these we determine
Green’s function and prove the existence of a spectral (or generalized Fourier)
transformation. We have a closer look at the special cases when the endpoints
of the interval (a, b) are regular as well as the case of a 2 × 2 system. Two
appendices provide necessary details on distributions of order zero and the
abstract spectral theory for relations.
1. Introduction
In this paper we study the spectral theory for the first-order system
Ju′ + qu = wf
of differential equations on the real interval (a, b) when J is a constant, invertible
skew-Hermitian matrix and q and w are matrices whose entries are distributions
of order zero1 with q Hermitian and w non-negative. For appropriate functions f
(those for which the components of wf are also distributions of order zero) solutions
of this differential equation will have to be sought among the functions of locally
bounded variation. To pursue our program we will have to utilize a spectral theory
based on linear relations rather than linear operators.2
When the entries of q and w are, locally, measures which are absolutely contin-
uous with respect to Lebesgue measure, i.e., when they are represented by locally
integrable functions, the homogeneous system Ju′ + qu = λwu has been studied
extensively. Atkinson [1, Chapter 9] is perhaps the earliest treatment in a textbook.
Extensive work has also been done, among many others, by Hinton and Shaw in
a series of papers beginning with [11] and by Weidmann [20]. A more recent text-
book is by Zettl [22]. We are also, in various places, indebted to unpublished lecture
notes by Bennewitz [4]. All these works impose the so called definiteness condition
Date: October 2, 2018.
1Appendix A gathers the basic properties of distributions of order 0 and the closely related
functions of locally bounded variation.
2A review of the relevant material is given in Appendix B.
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on their coefficients, viz., they require that
∫
u∗wu > 0 whenever u is a non-trivial
solution of Ju′ + qu = 0. Here we will not insist such a condition be satisfied.3
The interest in the spectral theory for differential equations arose first for Sturm-
Liouville equations −(pu′)′ + qu = λwu, which may, of course, be cast as 2 × 2-
systems. Eckhardt et al. [7] recently studied differential operators generated by
the more general expression (−(p(u′ + su))′ + sp(u′ + su) + qu)/r with locally
integrable coefficients. This approach covers the case of a Schro¨dinger equation with
a distributional potential inW−1,2loc , a topic which had stirred great interest since the
1999 paper [18] by Savchuk and Shkalikov. Eckhardt et al. give a comprehensive
account of the associated Titchmarsh-Weyl theory and provide an extensive and
illuminating review of the literature to which we refer the interested reader.
The first (as far as we can see) to consider a Sturm-Liouville equation with a
distributional coefficient was Krein [13] in his discussion of the vibrating string
(often called the Krein string). This theme was picked up by Atkinson in his
book where he considered the system y′ = ry with a distributional coefficient r,
albeit briefly. It is worth mentioning that Atkinson was motivated by the wish to
have a unified approach for both differential and difference equations. Atkinson
rewrote the differential equation as an integral equation where integrals are to
be viewed as Riemann-Stieltjes integrals, i.e., he wrote u(x) − u(a) = ∫
[a,x)
dR u
where R is the bounded variation function generating the distribution r. If R
has jump discontinuities, solutions of initial value problems may cease to exist or
cease to be unique. To avoid this Atkinson imposed the condition (R+ − R−)2 =
0. Bennewitz, Brown and the second author [5] realized that this condition may
be relaxed substantially. This observation is the starting point for the present
investigation.
In Section 2 we discuss briefly the meaning of a differential equation whose
coefficients are distributions of order 0 as well as the associated existence and
uniqueness theorem and its most immediate consequences. We study maximal and
minimal relations associated with our differential equation in Section 4 but only
after introducing an appropriate Hilbert space in Section 3. Then, in Section 5, we
investigate self-adjoint restrictions of the maximal relation via boundary conditions
and introduce their Green’s functions, i.e., the kernels of their resolvents (which are
integral operators). Section 6 treats the spectral transformation associated with a
given self-adjoint restriction of the maximal relation. This transformation relies
on a matrix-valued Herglotz-Nevanlinna function M which is obtained by a careful
investigation of Green’s function. Next we discuss problems with regular endpoints
in Section 7, a case which allows several simplifications. In particular, we show
that spectra for regular problems are always discrete. In Section 8 we discuss the
case n = 2, perhaps the most relevant in view of applications. We study the limit-
point-limit-circle dichotomy and establish the relationship between the matrix M
mentioned above and the Titchmarsh-Weyl m-function. Finally, in Section 9, we
look at two simple examples to illustrate the results we obtained.
We close this introduction with several comments about our notation. We denote
identity operators by 1. The transpose and conjugate transpose of A ∈ Cm×n, a
matrix with m rows and n columns, are denoted by A⊤ and A∗, respectively. We
think of vectors in Cn = Cn×1 as columns so that x∗y is the scalar product in Cn.
3In their study of deficiency indices for systems with locally integrable coefficients Lesch and
Malamud [14] also allow for the definiteness condition to be violated.
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This scalar product is linear in the second entry, a convention which will be in force
for all scalar products (generally denoted by 〈·, ·〉) occurring in this paper. The
function A 7→ |A|1 =
∑m
j=1
∑n
k=1 |Aj,k| is a norm on the space of m × n-matrices
which we will sometimes use. If H is a Hilbert space and A = (A1, ..., Aℓ) ∈ H1×ℓ
and B = (B1, ..., Bm) ∈ H1×m we define 〈A,B〉 ∈ Cℓ×m by 〈A,B〉j,k = 〈Aj , Bk〉.
In particular, if m = 1, then 〈A,B〉 is a column in Cℓ. The direct sum of two
subspaces S and T of a given Hilbert space H with trivial intersection is denoted
by S+˙T . When we write S⊕T instead of S+˙T , we assume that S and T are closed
and orthogonal to each other. The orthogonal complement of a subset T of H is
denoted by T⊥ or H⊖ T . The characteristic function of a set Y is denoted by χY .
We also use, on occasion, the sgn function which is −1 on the negative real axis, 0
at zero, and +1 on the positive real axis.
2. Differential equations with distributional coefficients
2.1. Existence and uniqueness. In this section we investigate existence and
uniqueness of solutions of first order systems whose coefficients are distributions
of order 0. Suppose r ∈ D′0((a, b))n×n and g ∈ D′0((a, b))n. If the components of
u : (a, b) → Cn are of locally bounded variation, then the components of u′ and,
using the definition made in equation (A.3), the components of ru are distributions
of order 0. Thus we may state the equation
u′ = ru + g
seeking solutions in BVloc((a, b))
n.
There is some freedom in defining functions of bounded variation at points where
they are discontinuous. If u ∈ BVloc((a, b)), it is common to single out its left-
continuous version u− and its right-continuous version u+. However, we will be
particularly interested in balanced functions, functions whose values are the average
of left- and right-hand limits. These will be denoted by u# = (u+ + u−)/2. Our
motivation for this is the resulting integration by parts formula and, of course,
the fact that integration by parts will be a central tool later on. Assume that
u, v ∈ BVloc((a, b)) satisfy u = tu+ + (1 − t)u− and v = tv+ + (1 − t)v− for some
fixed real or complex parameter t (here t = 0 yields left-continuous functions while
t = 1 yields right-continuous ones). According to Lemma A.3∫
[c,d]
(udv + vdu) = (uv)+(d)− (uv)−(c) + (2t− 1)
∫
[c,d]
(v+ − v−)du (2.1)
whenever [c, d] ⊂ (a, b). We see from this that the choice of t is irrelevant unless
points of discontinuity of u and v coincide. Since we do not want to rule out this
possibility, choosing t = 1/2 ensures that
∫
[c,d]
(udv + vdu) depends only on the
behavior of u and v near c and d.
For any distribution r ∈ D′0((a, b))m×n we define the function ∆r : (a, b) →
Cm×n by
∆r(x) = R
+(x) −R−(x)
when R is an antiderivative of r. Of course, ∆r(x) = 0 except on a countable set.
The existence and uniqueness theorem (Theorem 2.2 below), which is at the base
of our work, is due to [5]. It relies on the following result by Bennewitz [3].
Theorem 2.1. Let x0 be a point in (a, b). Then the initial value problem u
′ =
ru+ g, u(x0) = u0 ∈ Cn has a unique left-continuous solution u ∈ BVloc([x0, b))n.
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Bennewitz’s proof can easily be adapted to show existence and uniqueness of a
right-continuous solution of the initial value problem u′ = ru+ g, u(x0) = u0 ∈ Cn
in BVloc((a, x0])
n.
Theorem 2.2. Suppose r ∈ D′0((a, b))n×n, g ∈ D′0((a, b))n and that the matrices
1±∆r(x)/2 are invertible for all x ∈ (a, b). Let x0 be a point in (a, b). Then the
initial value problem u′ = ru + g, u(x0) = u0 ∈ Cn has a unique balanced solution
u ∈ BV#loc((a, b))n.
Proof. Define r˜ = r(1−∆r/2)−1, g˜ = (1−∆r/2)−1g, and u˜0 = (1−∆r(x0)/2)u0−
∆g(x0)/2. Note that r˜ and g˜ are again distributions of order 0 according to Theorem
A.4. Then, with the aid of Theorem 2.1, we obtain a unique left-continuous solution
ur of the initial value problem u
′ = r˜u + g˜, u(x0) = u˜0 on the interval [x0, b).
Similarly, we obtain a right-continuous solution uℓ of another modified problem on
the interval (a, x0]. This time we choose r˜ = r(1+∆r/2)
−1, g˜ = (1+∆r/2)
−1g, and
u˜0 = (1+∆r(x0)/2)u0+∆g(x0)/2. Defining u as u
#
r on [x0, b) and as u
#
ℓ on (a, x0]
gives then the desired balanced solution of the initial value problem u′ = ru + g,
u(x0) = u0.
We complete the proof by providing some of the details showing that u#r is a
balanced solution of u′ = ru + g, u(x0) = u0 on [x0, b) while we skip the details
for the corresponding claim on uℓ. To emphasize that ur is left-continuous we will
write u−r for ur in the sequel. Since u
−′
r − r˜u−r − g˜ is the zero measure on [x0, b), we
obtain 0 upon computing the measure of any singleton {x}. This and the identity
1+
1
2
∆r(x)(1 − 1
2
∆r(x)
)−1
=
(
1− 1
2
∆r(x)
)−1
(2.2)
imply
u#r (x) =
(
1− 1
2
∆r(x)
)−1(
u−r (x) +
1
2
∆g(x)
)
which shows, for one thing, that u#r (x0) = u0. Since the functions u
#
r and u
−
r are
equal away from a countable set, we have u#′r = u
−′
r . Also note that
r
(
1− 1
2
∆r
)−1
∆g = ∆r
(
1− 1
2
∆r
)−1
g. (2.3)
Thus
u#′r − ru#r − g = u−′r − r(1 −∆r/2)−1(u−r + ∆g/2)− g = u−′r − r˜u−r − g˜ = 0.
This completes our proof. 
Remark 2.3. A similar proof shows that unique left-continuous (or a right-contin-
uous) solutions for initial value problems exist on all of (a, b) provided that 1+∆r(x)
(or 1 − ∆r(x)) is always invertible. Since Atkinson’s condition ∆2r = 0 implies
(1+∆r)(1−∆r) = 1 we obtain in this case the existence and uniqueness of both
a left- and right-continuous solution. In fact, these solutions agree away from their
points of discontinuity. We emphasize that Schwabik et al. [19] have a similar result
(Theorem III.3.1) in terms of Perron-Stieltjes integrals where they also require that
the matrices 1±∆r(x) are invertible for all x ∈ (a, b).
Remark 2.4. If, for some c ∈ (a, b), the left-continuous antiderivatives R and G
of r and g are of bounded variation on (a, c) and u′ = ru+ g, then u is of bounded
variation on (a, c). Thus u has a limit at a and one may solve the initial value
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problem with the initial condition posed at a; even if a = −∞. Corresponding
statements hold for b.
The following simple example is perhaps instructive. Let (a, b) = R, n = 1,
r = αδ0 and g = 0. Any solution of the differential equation must be constant
to the left and right of 0. Denoting these constants by uℓ and ur, respectively,
we get ur − uℓ = αu(0). Now suppose we have an initial value u0 at x0 < 0.
While, in this case, the left-continuous, the right-continuous, and the balanced
solution on (−∞, 0) are all equal to the constant u0, we get on the interval (0,∞)
that ur = (1 + α)u0, ur = u0/(1 − α), and ur = (2 + α)u0/(2 − α), respectively.
In accordance with Theorem 2.1, a left-continuous solution exists regardless of the
value of α. However, if α = 1 and u0 6= 0, then there is no right-continuous solution.
If α = 1 and u0 = 0, we may choose anything for ur to obtain a right-continuous
solution. Similar comments hold for α = 2 and balanced solutions. Note that
Atkinson’s condition can never be satisfied when n = 1 and R has discontinuities.
Since linear combinations of balanced solutions are again balanced solutions and
since the initial value u0 may be chosen freely in an n-dimensional space we get the
following corollary.
Corollary 2.5. Let r be as in the previous theorem, in particular, assume 1±∆r/2
always invertible. Then the set of balanced solutions to the homogeneous equation
u′ = ru in (a, b) is an n-dimensional vector space.
Note, however, that the stipulation on the matrices 1 ± ∆r/2 is important.
Indeed, if (a, b) = (0, 3), n = 1 and r = −2δ1 + 2δ2, then any function u which is
constant on both (0, 1) and (2, 3) and zero on (1, 2) provides a balanced solution of
u′ = ru. Thus, in this case, the space of solutions is two-dimensional.
2.2. Variation of constants. If uh and up are balanced solutions of u
′ = ru and
u′ = ru + g, respectively, then uh + up is also a balanced solutions of u
′ = ru + g.
Moreover, if v is any balanced solution of u′ = ru + g, then there is a balanced
solution uh of u
′ = ru such that v = uh + up. Thus, Corollary 2.5 describes
implicitly also the manifold of solutions of the inhomogeneous equation u′ = ru+g.
The following lemma is a generalization of the variation of constants formula, which
provides a particular solution of the inhomogeneous equation, namely the one with
zero initial conditions. A fundamental matrix U for u′ = ru is an element of
BV#loc((a, b))
n×n such that each column is a balanced solution of u′ = ru and
detU(x) 6= 0 for some fixed x ∈ (a, b). Note that
U± = (1± 1
2
∆r)U (2.4)
and, defining the function H ,
H = (1− 1
2
∆r)U
+ = (1+
1
2
∆r)U
−. (2.5)
Lemma 2.6. Let r, g and x0 be as in Theorem 2.2, in particular, assume 1 ±
∆r/2 always invertible. If U is a fundamental matrix for u
′ = ru, then detU(x),
detU−(x), and detU+(x) are different from zero for all x in (a, b).
Suppose u± are given by
u−(x) = U−(x)
(− u−0 +
∫
[x0,x)
H−1g
)
, x ≥ x0 (2.6)
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and
u+(x) = U+(x)
(
u+0 −
∫
(x,x0]
H−1g
)
, x ≤ x0 (2.7)
where 2u±0 = U
±(x0)
−1∆g(x0). Then u
# is a balanced solution of the initial value
problem u′ = ru + g, u(x0) = 0. Conversely, given a balanced solution u of this
initial value problem, formulas (2.6) and (2.7) hold.
Proof. If there is a non-trivial C ∈ Cn such that U(x1)C = 0, then UC is a balanced
solution of u′ = ru which vanishes in x1 and must therefore vanish identically. But
this is impossible proving that detU is never 0. Equation (2.4) shows that both,
U+ and U−, also have non-vanishing determinants.
Differentiating formula (2.6) using the product rule (A.2) and the identities (2.2)
and (2.3) shows that u− satisfies the initial value problem u′ = r˜u+ g˜, u(x0) = u˜0
where r˜, g˜, and u˜0 are those given in the proof of Theorem 2.2. Hence u
# solves
u′ = ru + g, u(x0) = 0. 
2.3. Dependence of the coefficients on a parameter. We now consider the
case where r, g, and u0 depend analytically
4 on a parameter. Derivatives with
respect to λ are denoted by a dot set above the symbol representing the function
in question.
Theorem 2.7. Let Ω be an open set in C. Suppose that u0 : Ω → Cn, r : Ω →
D′0((a, b))n×n, and g : Ω → D′0((a, b))n are analytic in Ω. Furthermore, assume
that φ±(x, λ) = 1 ±∆r(λ)(x)/2 are invertible whenever x ∈ (a, b) and λ ∈ Ω. Let
u(., λ) ∈ BVloc((a, b))n be the unique balanced solution for the initial value problem
u′ = r(λ)u+g(λ), u(x0, λ) = u0(λ). Then u(x, .) is analytic in Ω for each x ∈ (a, b).
Proof. We begin by pointing out that the analyticity of one of u−(x, ·), u+(x, ·),
and u(x, ·) implies the analyticity of the others because of the equations u+(x, λ)−
u−(x, λ) = ∆r(λ)(x)u(x, λ)+∆g(λ)(x) and u
+(x, λ)+u−(x, λ) = 2u(x, λ). Therefore
the function z = u−(x0, ·) is analytic. For a given λ0 ∈ Ω we will show that u−(x, .)
is differentiable at λ0 for each x ∈ [x0, b). A similar argument can be used when
x ∈ (a, x0].
Let v ∈ BVloc((a, b))n be the balanced solution of the initial value problem
y′ = r(λ0)y + r˙(λ0)u(., λ0) + g˙(λ0)
y(x0) = φ−(x0, λ0)
−1
(
2z˙(λ0) + ∆r˙(λ0)(x0)u0(λ0) + ∆g˙(λ0)(x0)
)
/2.
Here the initial condition was chosen so that v−(x0) = z˙(λ0). For λ 6= λ0 in Ω let
uˇ(., λ) = (u(., λ)−u(., λ0))/(λ−λ0)−v. Then uˇ(., λ) ∈ BVloc((a, b))n is a balanced
solution of
y′ = r(λ)y + (r(λ) − r(λ0))v + rˇ(λ)u(., λ0) + gˇ(λ),
satisfying uˇ−(x0, λ) = zˇ(λ) when
rˇ(λ) =
r(λ) − r(λ0)
λ− λ0 − r˙(λ0), gˇ(λ) =
g(λ)− g(λ0)
λ− λ0 − g˙(λ0), and
zˇ(λ) =
z(λ)− z(λ0)
λ− λ0 − z˙(λ0).
4See Appendix A.4 for the definition of analytic in the context of distributions.
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This implies that for all s ∈ [x0, b)
uˇ−(s, λ) = zˇ(λ) +
∫
[x0,s)
(
r(λ)uˇ(., λ) + (r(λ) − r(λ0))v + rˇ(λ)u(., λ0) + gˇ(λ)
)
.
We prove now that limλ→λ0 |uˇ−(x, λ)|1 = 0 for any given x ∈ (x0, b). Pick c ∈ (x, b)
and choose an open set O containing λ0 whose closure is contained in Ω. Choose
M > 0 such that |v(s)|1 ≤ M , |u(s, λ0)|1 ≤ M , and |φ−(., λ)−1|1 ≤ M for all
s ∈ [x0, c] and all λ ∈ O. Then, for all s ∈ [x0, c) and all λ ∈ O \ {λ0}, we have
|uˇ−(s, λ)|1 ≤ α(λ) +
∫
[x0,s)
|uˇ(., λ)|1dVR(.,λ), (2.8)
where
α(λ) = |zˇ(λ)|1+M VarR(.,λ)−R(.,λ0)([x0, c])+M VarRˇ(.,λ)([x0, c])+VarGˇ(.,λ)([x0, c])
and R, Rˇ, and Gˇ are left-continuous antiderivatives of r, rˇ, and gˇ, respectively.
From
uˇ(t, λ) =
1
2
φ−(t, λ)
−1
(
2uˇ−(t, λ) + ∆r(λ)−r(λ0)(t)v(t) + ∆rˇ(λ)(t)u(t, λ0) + ∆gˇ(λ)(t)
)
we obtain with help of (A.5)
|uˇ(t, λ)|1 ≤ β(λ) +M |uˇ−(t, λ)|1, (2.9)
for all t ∈ [x0, c) and all λ ∈ O \ {λ0} when
β(λ) =
M
2
(
M VarR(.,λ)−R(.,λ0)([x0, c]) +M VarRˇ(.,λ)([x0, c]) + VarGˇ(.,λ)([x0, c])
)
.
By combining (2.8) and (2.9) we obtain
|uˇ−(s, λ)|1 ≤ α(λ) + β(λ)VarR(.,λ)([x0, c]) +
∫
[x0,s)
M |uˇ−(., λ)|1dVR(.,λ),
for all s ∈ [x0, c) and all λ ∈ O \{λ0}. Now Gronwall’s inequality (see, e.g., Lemma
1.3 of [3]) gives
|uˇ−(x, λ)|1 ≤
(
α(λ) + β(λ)VarR(.,λ)([x0, c])
)
exp(M VarR(.,λ)([x0, c])).
Since limλ→λ0 α(λ) = limλ→λ0 β(λ) = 0 and since VarR(.,λ)([x0, c]) is bounded in O
it follows that the derivative of u−(x, ·) at λ0, being equal to v−(x), exists so that
our claim is proved. 
We now specialize to the case needed later on. Suppose J is a constant and
invertible matrix, q and w are in D′0((a, b))n×n, and f a function for which wf is in
D′0((a, b))n. Then let r = J−1(λw− q), g = J−1wf and u0 constant. We introduce
the set Λ =
⋃
x∈(a,b)Λx where
Λx = {λ ∈ C : det(φ+(x, λ)) det(φ−(x, λ)) = 0}.
Thus, according to Theorem 2.2, the initial value problem Ju′+qu = λwu, u(x0) =
u0 has a unique balanced solution unless λ ∈ Λ.
Theorem A.4 gives that
⋃
x∈[s,t]Λx is a closed set of isolated points, even though
Λ may not be. We can now apply Theorem 2.7 with Ω = C\⋃x∈[s,t]Λx and (a, b) =
(s, t) to obtain that the solutions of the initial value problem Ju′+ qu = w(λu+f),
u(x0) = u0 are analytic as functions of λ ∈ Ω.
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3. The Hilbert space L2(w)
Suppose w ∈ D′0((a, b))n×n is a non-negative distribution. We know from Ap-
pendix A.3 that the antiderivative of trw is non-decreasing and thus generates a
positive measure on (a, b) which we also denote by trw. We associate with w the
matrix W˜ of Radon-Nikodym derivatives of w with respect to trw so that W˜ is an
n× n-matrix of trw-measurable functions satisfying 0 ≤ W˜ ≤ 1. The vector space
of all Cn-valued functions f on (a, b) for which each component of W˜f is locally
integrable with respect to trw is denoted by L1loc(w). Given f ∈ L1loc(w), we define
the distribution wf ∈ D′0((a, b))n componentwise by (wf)(φ) = ∫ (W˜f)φ trw.
The eigenvalues λk of W˜ are algebraic functions of the entries of W˜ and hence
are trw-measurable. The components of the associated eigenvectors ϕk, may be
chosen as rational functions of the entries of W˜ and the eigenvalues, and are also
trw-measurable functions. With the aid of the spectral theorem for Hermitian
matrices we define now the matrix
√
W˜ by requiring
√
W˜ϕk =
√
λkϕk. Then
√
W˜
is trw-measurable and we define L2(w) to be the set of those Cn-valued functions
on (a, b) for which each component of
√
W˜f is square integrable with respect to
trw. Thus f ∈ L2(w) if and only if ∫ f∗W˜f trw < ∞. It follows that L2(w) is
contained in L1loc(w). In particular, wf is a vector of distributions of order 0, when
f ∈ L2(w).
Since f∗W˜g = (
√
W˜f)∗(
√
W˜g) Ho¨lder’s inequality applied to each component
implies that f∗W˜g is integrable with respect to trw, if f, g ∈ L2(w). Thus the
assignment
〈f, g〉 =
∫
f∗wg =
∫
f∗W˜g trw
is a semi-scalar product (linear in the second argument).
Rosenberg [15], see also Duran and Lopez-Rodriguez [6], proved that L2(w) is
complete under the assumption that each entry of w represents a (finite) complex
measure. These ideas still extend to the situation at hand and we will briefly
sketch the procedure. Thus, by forming the appropriate equivalence classes, we
obtain a Hilbert space which we denote by L2(w). Note that, contrary to custom,
we distinguish functions and the equivalence classes they generate. It will often be
important later on to keep this distinction in mind.
Lemma 3.1. If w ∈ D′0((a, b))n×n is a non-negative distribution, then L2(w) is a
Hilbert space.
Proof. We have to show completeness under the pseudo-norm induced by the semi-
scalar product. Thus assume that j 7→ fj is a Cauchy sequence in L2(w). Then
j 7→
√
W˜fj is a Cauchy sequence in×nk=1 L2(trw) and thus convergent, say to
ψ. Now define H by Hϕk = λ
−1/2
k ϕk when λk > 0 and Hϕk = 0 when λk = 0.
Then we obtain that ψ and
√
W˜Hψ are equivalent in×nk=1 L2(trw). It follows
that j 7→ fj converges to Hψ ∈ L2(w). 
4. Minimal and maximal relations
As mentioned in the introduction our goal in this paper is to study the spectral
theory of the first-order system
Ju′ + qu = wf
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on the interval (a, b). For the remainder of the paper we require the following
hypothesis to be satisfied.
Hypothesis 4.1. J is a constant, invertible and skew-Hermitian matrix. Both q
and w are in D′0((a, b))n×n, w is non-negative and q Hermitian. Moreover, the
matrices 2J ±∆q(x) are invertible for all x ∈ (a, b).
If f ∈ L2(w), each term in the equation Ju′+ qu = wf is a distribution of order
0 and thus balanced solutions for the associated initial value problem always exist.
We note here that, for n = 1, the number 2J ± ∆q can never be zero while
Atkinson’s condition can never hold. If n > 1, the validity of Atkinson’s condition
implies that 2J ± ∆q is invertible. In other words, our constraint is considerably
less restrictive than Atkinson’s.
We now define the maximal and minimal relations in L2(w)× L2(w) associated
with the system Ju′+ qu = wf . It turns out that one has to be more careful about
distinguishing between the classes of functions in L2(w) and their representatives.
Therefore we define first the spaces
Tmax = {(u, f) ∈ L2(w)× L2(w) : u ∈ BV#loc((a, b))n, Ju′ + qu = wf}
and
Tmin = {(u, f) ∈ Tmax : suppu is compact in (a, b)}.
The maximal relation is then
Tmax = {([u], [f ]) ∈ L2(w)× L2(w) : (u, f) ∈ Tmax}
and the minimal relation is
Tmin = {([u], [f ]) ∈ L2(w) × L2(w) : (u, f) ∈ Tmin}.
Note that Tmax may not be an operator. Suppose, for example, that n = 2,
(a, b) = (0, 1), J = i1, q =
(
0 1
1 0
)
and w =
(
1 0
0 0
)
. Then u = (0, 1)⊤ and f = (1, 0)⊤
satisfy Ju′ + qu = wf so that ([u], [f ]) ∈ Tmax. Since ‖u‖ = 0, but ‖f‖ = 1,
it follows that Tmax is not an operator. Lest we create the impression that the
absence of the definiteness condition causes the necessity of dealing with relations
rather than operators, we emphasize that the definiteness condition is satisfied in
this example.
In Section 2.3 we introduced the set
Λ = {λ ∈ C : ∃x ∈ (a, b) : det(2J ±∆λw−q(x)) = 0}
of points where the initial value problem Ju′ + qu = w(λu + f), u(x0) = u0 may
fail to have a balanced solution or may have infinitely many such solutions. Under
the present hypotheses we have that λ ∈ Λ if and only if λ ∈ Λ. Recall, however,
that 0 is never in Λ so that the initial value problem Ju′+qu = wf , u(x0) = u0 has
always a unique balanced solution. Subsequently, we will always tacitly assume that
solutions of Ju′ + qu = λwu + wf are balanced unless explicitly stated otherwise.
The next step is to calculate the adjoint of Tmin. In order to do this, we shall
first show that u±∗Jv± plays the role of the Wronskian of u and v and then adapt
the variation of constants formula given in Lemma 2.6 to the present situation.
Lemma 4.2. If λ 6∈ Λ, Ju′ + qu = λwu, and Jv′ + qv = λwv, then
u+∗Jv+ = u−∗Jv−
is constant on (a, b).
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Proof. A variant of the integration by parts formula (2.1) for t = 1/2 gives
(u−∗Jv−)(x) − (u−∗Jv−)(y) =
∫
[y,x)
(− (Ju′)∗v + u∗Jv′).
But, using the differential equation and the fact that q and w are Hermitian, the
right-hand side is 0. Thus u−∗Jv− and, by a similar argument, u+∗Jv+ are con-
stant. These constants have to be identical since u− = u+ and v− = v+ outside a
countable set. 
Lemma 4.3. For each λ 6∈ Λ let U(·, λ) be the fundamental matrix for Ju′ + qu =
λwu that satisfies U(x0, λ) = 1 for some fixed x0 ∈ (a, b) which is a point of
continuity for both Q and W , the antiderivatives of q and w.
Suppose f ∈ L1loc((a, b)) and the functions u± are given by
u−(x, λ) = U−(x, λ)J−1
∫
[x0,x)
U(·, λ)∗wf, x ≥ x0 (4.1)
and
u+(x, λ) = −U+(x, λ)J−1
∫
(x,x0]
U(·, λ)∗wf, x ≤ x0. (4.2)
Then u# is a balanced solution of the initial value problem Ju′ + qu = λwu + wf ,
u(x0) = 0. Conversely, given a balanced solution u of this initial value problem, the
associated functions u± are given by formulas (4.1) and (4.2).
Proof. Let r = J−1(λw − q) and g = J−1wf . Then ∆r = J−1(λ∆w −∆q). From
Lemma 4.2 we get U+(·, λ)∗JU+(·, λ) = J . This and the adjoint of equation (2.4)
for λ gives
J = U(·, λ)∗(1− 1
2
(λ∆w −∆q)J−1)JU+(·, λ)
= U(·, λ)∗J(1− 1
2
J−1(λ∆w −∆q))U+(·, λ).
In view of (2.5) we have now J = U(·, λ)∗JH(·, λ), i.e., H(·, λ)−1 = J−1U(·, λ)∗J .
Use this in Lemma 2.6. 
We are now ready to prove that the maximal relation is the adjoint of the minimal
relation, which is the cornerstone of all subsequent considerations.
Theorem 4.4. T ∗min = Tmax.
Proof. To prove Tmax ⊂ T ∗min assume that ([v], [g]) ∈ Tmax and ([u], [f ]) ∈ Tmin. We
need to show that 〈u, g〉 = 〈f, v〉. Suppose suppu ⊂ (s, t) ⊂ [s, t] ⊂ (a, b). Then,
using integration by parts,
〈u, g〉 =
∫
u∗(Jv′ + qv) =
∫
((Ju′)∗v + u∗qv) =
∫
(wf)∗v = 〈f, v〉.
To prove T ∗min ⊂ Tmax requires more effort. Given [s, t] ⊂ (a, b) we define the
distribution w˜ = χ(s,t)w. Accordingly we have a relation T˜max associated with J ,
q, and w˜. Let T˜0 = {([u], [f ]) ∈ T˜max : suppu ⊂ [s, t]} and K0 = ker T˜max and note
that dimK0 ≤ n. Then, as we will show below, ran T˜0 = L2(w˜)⊖K0. Assume now
that ([v], [g]) ∈ T ∗min. Since 0 6∈ Λ Theorem 2.2 gives the existence of a balanced
function v1 of locally bounded variation satisfying Jv
′
1+qv1 = wg. If ([u], [f ]) ∈ T˜0,
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let f˜ = χ(s,t)f so that w˜f = wf˜ . Then ([u], [f˜ ]) ∈ Tmin so that 〈f˜ , v〉 = 〈u, g〉. An
integration by parts shows that.
〈u, g〉 =
∫
u∗wg =
∫
u∗(Jv′1 + qv1) =
∫
(Ju′ + qu)∗v1 =
∫
f∗w˜v1.
Thus
∫
f∗w˜(v−v1) = 0, i.e., [v−v1] ∈ K0. This implies that [v] has a representative
v such that Jv′ + qv = wg on (s, t). Since this works for all intervals [s, t] ⊂ (a, b)
we see that ([v], [g]) ∈ Tmax.
It remains to show that ran T˜0 = L
2(w˜) ⊖ K0. Let [f ] ∈ ran T˜0 and [k] ∈ K0.
Then Ju′+qu = w˜f for some u whose support is in [s, t] and k (chosen appropriately
in [k]) satisfies Jk′ + qk = 0. Integration by parts shows then∫
f∗w˜k =
∫
u∗(Jk′ + qk) = 0.
Conversely, let f ∈ L2(w˜) ⊖K0 and U the fundamental matrix for Ju′ + qu = 0,
which equals the identity matrix at some point of continuity for Q smaller than s.
By Lemma 4.3 the balanced solution for the initial value problem Jv′ + qv = w˜f ,
v(s) = 0 vanishes to the left of s. Since the columns of U are representatives of
elements in K0, the same lemma shows, when x > t, that
v−(x) = U−(x)J−1
∫
[s,t]
U∗w˜f = 0
so that supp v ⊂ [s, t] and hence f ∈ ran T˜0. 
If ([v], [g]) and ([u], [f ]) are in Tmax we have that v
∗wf − g∗wu = v∗Ju′ + v′∗Ju
is a finite measure on (a, b) and
(v∗Ju)−(d) = (v∗Ju)−(c) +
∫
[c,d)
(v∗Ju′ + v′∗Ju)
if [c, d] ⊂ (a, b). Thus, if [c, dn) is a non-decreasing sequence of intervals converging
to [c, b), we obtain the convergence of (v∗Ju)−(dn) as dn ↑ b. By a similar argument,
(v∗Ju)+(cn) converges as cn ↓ a. We shall denote these limits by (v∗Ju)−(b) and
(v∗Ju)+(a), respectively. Note that these limits may depend on the representatives
chosen. However their difference does not, since
(v∗Ju)−(b)− (v∗Ju)+(a) = 〈v, f〉 − 〈g, u〉 (4.3)
where the right-hand side depends only on the respective classes but not the rep-
resentatives. Equation (4.3) is called Green’s formula or Lagrange’s identity.
5. Self-adjoint restrictions of Tmax and their resolvents
According to Appendix B the symmetric restrictions of Tmax are determined by
the structure of the deficiency spaces of Tmin, i.e., the spaces Dλ = {([u], λ[u]) ∈
Tmax}. In particular, according to Corollary B.4, dimDλ is independent of λ as
long as λ remains in either the upper or the lower half-plane. Thus the deficiency
indices are defined as n± = dimD±i and, according to Theorem B.5, self-adjoint
restrictions of Tmax exist if and only if n+ = n−. Since the space of solutions of
Ju′+qu = λwu is n-dimensional, at least when λ 6∈ Λ, it follows that the deficiency
indices are at most n. However, they may be strictly smaller than n, since the norm
of a non-trivial solution could be zero or infinite.
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Theorem B.7 states that any self-adjoint restriction T of Tmax is given as T =
kerA where A is a surjective linear operator from Tmax to C
n+ with the properties
that Tmin ⊂ kerA and AJA∗ = 0 (recall that J : (u, f) 7→ (f,−u)). Each com-
ponent of this map A is a bounded linear functional on Tmax which is determined
by its values on V = Di ⊕ D−i. Thus, by Riesz’s representation theorem, each
component of A is represented by an element of V , i.e., Aj(u, f) = 〈(vj , gj), (u, f)〉
for j = 1, ..., n+ with (vj , gj) ∈ V .
Now note that, according to Lagrange’s identity (4.3),
〈(vj , gj), (u, f)〉 = 〈gj , f〉 − 〈−vj , u〉 = (g∗jJu)−(b)− (g∗jJu)+(a)
using the fact that (gj ,−vj) is also an element of V and hence of Tmax. Therefore
the self-adjoint restrictions of Tmax are determined by the behavior of u ∈ domT
near the boundary of the interval (a, b) and the conditions
(g∗jJu)
−(b)− (g∗jJu)+(a) = 0 (5.1)
are called boundary conditions. It is useful to recall here that the left-hand side of
equation (5.1) can be evaluated by choosing representatives of (vj , gj) and (u, f).
We have the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose the deficiency indices of Tmin satisfy n+ = n− > 0. The
relation T is a self-adjoint restriction of Tmax if and only if there are n+ linearly
independent elements (v1, g1), ..., (vn+ , gn+) in V such that 〈(vk, gk), (gℓ,−vℓ)〉 = 0
for all 1 ≤ k, ℓ ≤ n+. In this case T is given as
T = {(u, f) ∈ Tmax : (g∗jJu)−(b)− (g∗jJu)+(a) = 0 for j = 1, ..., n+}.
Proof. First assume (v1, g1), ..., (vn+ , gn+) are given with the stated properties.
Define A : Tmax → Cn+ by Aj(u, f) = 〈(vj , gj), (u, f)〉 for j = 1, ..., n+. Then
A∗ : Cn+ → Tmax is given by
A∗(y) =
n+∑
j=1
yj(vj , gj).
It follows, using Lagrange’s identity (4.3), that
(AJA∗)k,ℓ = 〈(vk, gk), (gℓ,−vℓ)〉 = (g∗kJgℓ)−(b)− (g∗kJgℓ)+(a) (5.2)
vanishes for all k and ℓ. Thus A satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem B.7 so that
kerA is a self-adjoint restriction of Tmax.
Conversely, if T is a self-adjoint restriction of Tmax, then there is a map A :
Tmax → Cn+ with the properties stated in Theorem B.7. Each component of this
map is a bounded linear functional on Tmax, i.e., according to Riesz’s representation
theorem, its jth component is given by (u, f) 7→ 〈(vj , gj), (u, f)〉. Now employ
identity (5.2) the other way. 
Since 〈(vj , gj), (vj , gj)〉 6= 0 it can not happen that (g∗jJu)+(a) and (g∗jJu)−(b)
both vanish for all (u, f) ∈ Tmax. We have therefore three cases: (1) (g∗jJu)+(a) = 0
for all (u, f) ∈ Tmax, (2) (g∗jJu)−(b) = 0 for all (u, f) ∈ Tmax, and (3) for some
(u, f) ∈ Tmax both (g∗jJu)+(a) and (g∗jJu)−(b) are different from zero. Accord-
ingly there are three kinds of boundary conditions. We have separated boundary
conditions, if we have case (1) or (2) for every j ∈ {1, ..., n+}; we have coupled
boundary conditions, if we have case (3) for every j ∈ {1, ..., n+}; and we have
mixed boundary conditions otherwise.
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We now have a closer look at the case where the norm of at least one non-trivial
solution of Ju′ + qu = λwu is zero, i.e., the case where the definiteness condition
mentioned in the introduction is violated. Since ‖u‖ = 0 if and only if wu is the
zero distribution, we may state the definiteness condition as saying that the vector
space
L0 = {u ∈ BV#loc((a, b))n : Ju′ + qu = 0, wu = 0} (5.3)
is trivial, a requirement which we shall not pose in general. More broadly, suppose
([u], [f ]) ∈ Tmax and that there are u, v ∈ [u] and f, g ∈ [f ] such that Ju′+qu = wf
and Jv′+qv = wg. Then J(u−v)′+q(u−v) = w(f−g) = 0 as well as w(u−v) = 0,
i.e., u− v ∈ L0. It follows that, if dimL0 = 0, we may identify Tmax with Tmax and
Tmin with Tmin etc.
Let W˜ denote the matrix of Radon-Nikodym derivatives of w with respect to
trw. Since W˜ ≥ 0 we get that∫ (u∗W˜u) trw = 0 and hence u∗W˜u = 0 almost
everywhere with respect to trw, if u ∈ L0. If dimL0 = n this implies W˜ = 0 and
hence w = 0. In this case L2(w) = {0}, a case which we shall henceforth ignore.
Now, fix a point x0 ∈ (a, b) and define N0 = {u(x0) : u ∈ L0} ⊂ Cn. The exis-
tence and uniqueness theorem implies that dimN0 = dimL0. Thus, if ([u], [f ]) ∈
Tmax, there is a unique balanced v ∈ [u] such that Jv′ + qv = wf and v(x0) ∈ N⊥0 .
This leads to the following definition.
Definition 5.2. Suppose x0 is a point in (a, b). Then the evaluation operator
E : Tmax → BV#loc((a, b))n assigns to each ([u], [f ]) ∈ Tmax the unique balanced
representative v of [u] satisfying Jv′ + qv = wf and v(x0) ∈ N⊥0 .
We emphasize that E depends on the choice of the point x0.
Suppose that Q and W are of bounded variation on an interval (c, d) containing
x0 and contained in (or equal to) (a, b). Then the balanced representatives of
elements of domTmax are also of bounded variation on (c, d). Thus the restriction
of E(([u], [f ])) to (c, d) is an element u# of the Banach space BV#((c, d))n which is
equipped with the norm |||u||| = |uj(x0)|1 +Varu((c, d)). We then define the linear
operator E(c,d) : Tmax → BV#((c, d))n by E(c,d)(([u], [f ])) = u#.
Lemma 5.3. Suppose (c, d) is a subinterval of (a, b) such that Q and W are of
bounded variation on (c, d). Then E(c,d) : Tmax → BV#((c, d))n is a bounded
operator.
Proof. Since E(c,d) is defined on all of Tmax the closed graph theorem implies
the claim if we can show that E(c,d) is a closed operator. Thus assume that
([uj], [fj ]) converges to ([u], [f ]) in Tmax and that E(c,d)([uj ], [fj]) converges to v
in BV#((c, d))n. We may assume that E(c,d)([uj ], [fj])) and E(c,d)([u], [f ]) are the
restrictions of uj and u, respectively, to the interval (c, d). We will, however, make
no distinction in the notation. Our goal is to show that u = v on (c, d).
First note that uj(x0) ∈ N⊥0 and |uj(x0)− v(x0)|1 → 0 imply that v(x0) ∈ N⊥0 .
Next pick a point t ∈ (c, d) such that ∆q(t) = ∆w(t) = 0. Let U be the fundamental
matrix of Ju′ + qu = 0 which satisfies U(t) = 1. Lemma 4.3, the variation of
constants formula, gives
u−j (x) = U
−(x)
(
uj(t) + J
−1
∫
[t,x)
U∗wfj
)
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as long as x ≥ t. Taking the limit as j →∞ gives
v−(x) = U−(x)
(
v(t) + J−1
∫
[t,x)
U∗wf
)
since convergence in BV#((c, d))n implies pointwise convergence and the integral
may be considered as a vector of scalar products which are, of course, continuous.
Applying Lemma 4.3 in the reverse gives that v is a balanced solution for Jv′+qv =
wf on [t, d). That it is also a solution on (c, t] follows similarly. Since u satisfies the
same equation we have that u−v satisfies Jy′+qy = 0. Next we show w(u−v) = 0
on (c, d).
Now ‖u − uj‖ → 0 implies that
∫
(c,d)(u − uj)∗W˜ (u − uj) trw → 0 where W˜ is
the matrix of Radon-Nikodym derivatives of w with respect to trw. This entails
that the integrand converges pointwise almost everywhere with respect to trw. On
the other hand we know that the pointwise limit is (u − v)∗W˜ (u − v). It follows
that w(u− v) = 0 on (c, d). Since (c, d) can be chosen arbitrarily large in (a, b) this
shows now that u − v ∈ L0. Since (u − v)(x0) ∈ N⊥0 ∩N0 = {0} we get u = v on
(a, b). 
In the sequel an important role will be played by P , the orthogonal projection
from Cn onto N⊥0 . Also, from now on, U(·, λ) is the fundamental matrix for Ju′ +
qu = λwu which satisfies U(x0, λ) = 1 (when λ 6∈ Λ) and we assume that x0 is
chosen in such a way that the antiderivatives of q and w are continuous at x0. The
existence and uniqueness theorem implies then that the columns of U(·, λ)(1− P )
span L0. In particular, wU(·, λ)(1 − P ) = 0.
Lemma 5.4. For λ ∈ C\Λ let B be the set of all vectors ∫ U(·, λ)∗wf for compactly
supported f ∈ L2(w). Then B = N⊥0 .
Proof. Since wU(·, λ) = wU(·, λ)P and thus U(·, λ)∗w = PU(·, λ)∗w, the set B is a
subset of N⊥0 = ranP . Now suppose α is an element of N
⊥
0 which is perpendicular
to B, i.e., α∗
∫
U(·, λ)∗wf = 0 for all compactly supported f ∈ L2(w). Then
each component of α∗U(·, λ)∗w is the zero distribution as is each component of
wU(·, λ)α. Thus U(·, λ)α ∈ L0 so that α ∈ N0. Hence α = 0. 
In the remainder of this section let T be a particular self-adjoint restriction of
Tmax. In Appendix B.2 we defined the resolvent set
ρ(T ) = {λ ∈ C : ker(T − λ) = {0}, ran(T − λ) = L2(w)}
and the resolvent of T at λ, i.e., the closed linear operator Rλ = (T − λ)−1 when
λ ∈ ρ(T ). Theorem B.2 shows that C \ R ⊂ ρ(T ). The set ρ(T ) may also intersect
the real axis but recall that it is necessarily open.
Suppose λ ∈ ρ(T ) and [f ] ∈ L2(w). Since Rλ is an operator defined on all of
L2(w) the class [f ] determines the class [u] = Rλ([f ]) and hence the pair ([u], λ[u]+
[f ]) ∈ T ⊂ Tmax uniquely. The evaluation operator E, in turn, determines a unique
representative v of [u] satisfying Jv′+ qv = w(λv+ f) and v(x0) ∈ N⊥0 . We denote
v by Eλf , i.e., Eλ is a map from L
2(w) to BV#loc((a, b))
n. Note that we write Eλf
since this does not depend on the representative chosen from [f ].
Lemma 5.5. Eλ satisfies a resolvent relation, i.e.,
Eλ − Eµ = (λ− µ)EλRµ
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whenever λ and µ are in ρ(T ). Moreover, given f ∈ L2(w) and x ∈ (a, b), the
function λ 7→ (Eλf)(x) is analytic in ρ(T ).
Proof. The first claim follows after using the resolvent relation for Rλ (cf. Theorem
B.2) in Eλf − Eµf = E(Rλf −Rµf, λ(Rλf −Rµf) + (λ − µ)Rµf).
The boundedness of the operators E, Rλ, and Rµ and the resolvent relation show
that λ 7→ (Eλf)(x) is continuous for given f and x. From this analyticity follows
since
(Eλf)(x)− (Eµf)(x)
λ− µ = (Eλ(Rµf))(x)
has a limit as λ tends to µ. 
If λ ∈ ρ(T ) and x ∈ (a, b) we will show that there is a function G(x, ·, λ) satisfying
(Eλf)(x) =
∫
G(x, ·, λ)wf for all ([f ], [u]) ∈ Rλ. The function G is called Green’s
function for T .
Theorem 5.6. If T is a self-adjoint restriction of Tmax, then there exists, for given
x ∈ (a, b) and λ ∈ ρ(T ), a matrix G(x, ·, λ) such that the columns of G(x, ·, λ)∗ are
in L2(w) and
(Eλf)(x) =
∫
G(x, ·, λ)wf.
Proof. For fixed λ ∈ ρ(T ) and x ∈ (a, b), the components of f 7→ (Eλf)(x) are
bounded linear functionals on L2(w). By Riesz’s representation theorem we have
(Eλf)(x)j = 〈Gj(x, ·, λ)∗, f〉 where Gj(x, ·, λ)∗ is in L2(w). 
We close this section by mentioning, that the linear relation T contains a linear
operator T0 with the same domain as T . To show this define the closed space H∞ =
{[f ] ∈ L2(w) : ([0], [f ]) ∈ Tmax} and its orthogonal complement H0 = L2(w)⊖H∞.
According to Theorem B.8 the relation T0 = T ∩(H0×H0) is then a densely defined
self-adjoint linear operator. In fact, domT0 = domT . T0 is called the operator part
of T . We also proved in Theorem B.9 that ρ(T0) = ρ(T ) and that the resolvent
of T0 (with respect to H0 ×H0) is given by Rλ ∩ (H0 ×H0) when Rλ denotes the
resolvent of T .
6. The spectral transformation
6.1. Properties of Green’s function. In this section we fix a point λ 6∈ Λ and
denote, as before, the fundamental matrix for Ju′+ qu = λwu which is the identity
at a given point x0 by U(·, λ). The solutions of Ju′+qu = λwu form a vector space
of dimension n and they may have infinite or finite norm. Accordingly we define
L±(λ) to be the space of solutions of Ju′+qu = λwu such that ‖χ(x0,b)u‖ <∞ and
‖χ(a,x0)u‖ <∞, respectively. Note that the space L0 introduced in (5.3) is a subset
of L±(λ) for any λ. Any solution u of Ju′ + qu = λwu is given by u = U(·, λ)η for
an appropriate η ∈ Cn. The sets of all η for which U(·, λ)η ∈ L±(λ) are denoted by
N±(λ) and the associated orthogonal projections from C
n by P±(λ), respectively.
If T is a self-adjoint restriction of Tmax, λ ∈ ρ(T ), and f ∈ L2(w) we get from
Lemma 4.3, the variation of constants formula,
(Eλf)(x) = U(x, λ)
(
u0 + J
−1
∫
(x0,x)
U(·, λ)∗wf)
+
1
2
U+(x, λ)J−1U(x, λ)∗∆w(x)f(x) (6.1)
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when x ≥ x0 and
(Eλf)(x) = U(x, λ)
(
u0 − J−1
∫
(x,x0)
U(·, λ)∗wf)
− 1
2
U−(x, λ)J−1U(x, λ)∗∆w(x)f(x) (6.2)
when x ≤ x0. Of course, we also have
(Eλf)(x) =
∫
G(x, ·, λ)wf
and we will obtain properties of G by comparing these identities. To this end we
will determine u0 when the support of f is compact.
Since Eλf ∈ L2(w) we must then have that u0 + J−1
∫
(x0,b)
U(·, λ)∗wf ∈ N+(λ)
and u0 − J−1
∫
(a,x0)
U(·, λ)∗wf ∈ N−(λ). The first of these conditions may be
written as
(1− P+(λ))u0 =
∫
(P+(λ)− 1)J−1χ(x0,b)U(·, λ)∗wf (6.3)
while the second is
(1− P−(λ))u0 =
∫
(1− P−(λ))J−1χ(a,x0)U(·, λ)∗wf. (6.4)
We also know that Eλf satisfies n+ boundary conditions, i.e.,
(g∗jJEλf)
−(b)− (g∗jJEλf)+(a) = 0
for j = 1, ..., n+. Introduce the matrices
A+(λ) = (g
∗JU(·, λ)P+(λ))−(b)
and
A−(λ) = (g
∗JU(·, λ)P−(λ))+(a)
where g = (g1, ..., gn+). Then the boundary conditions can be written as
(A+(λ)−A−(λ))u0 =
∫
(−A−(λ)χ(a,x0) −A+(λ)χ(x0,b))J−1U(·, λ)∗wf. (6.5)
Finally recall the space N0 = {u(x0) : u ∈ L0} ⊂ Cn and the associated orthogonal
projection P . Since (Eλf)(x0) ∈ N⊥0 we have
(1− P )(Eλf)(x0) = (1− P )u0 = 0. (6.6)
We may collect equations (6.3) — (6.6) in a single system
F (λ)u0 =
∫
(b−(λ)χ(a,x0) + b+(λ)χ(x0,b))U(·, λ)∗wf (6.7)
for appropriate choices of the matrices F (λ), b−(λ), and b+(λ).
Now suppose v0 is in the kernel of the matrix F (λ) and let v = U(·, λ)v0. Then
v is in L+(λ) ∩ L−(λ) and hence (v, λv) is a representative of an element in Dλ.
But v also satisfies the boundary conditions, i.e., ([v], λ[v]) is in T ⊂ T ∗. Since λ is
not an eigenvalue, it follows that v ∈ L0 and v(x0) = v0 ∈ N0 ∩N⊥0 . Hence v0 = 0
so that F (λ) has full rank n and F †(λ) = (F (λ)∗F (λ))−1F (λ)∗ is a left inverse of
F (λ). Since the existence of a solution of the system (6.7) is not in question its
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right hand side is in the range of F (λ). Thus we may apply F † to both sides of
(6.7) to obtain
u0 =
∫
(H−(λ)χ(a,x0) +H+(λ)χ(x0,b))U(·, λ)∗wf
where
H−(λ) = PF
†(λ)b−(λ) and H+(λ) = PF
†(λ)b+(λ).
Note that we were allowed to multiply with P from the left, since u0 ∈ N⊥0 .
Now introduce the functionsM±(λ) = H±(λ)± 12J−1 and recall that U±(x, λ) =
U(x, λ)± 12 (U+(x, λ) − U−(x, λ)). Then we may rewrite equations (6.1) and (6.2)
as
(Eλf)(x) =
∫
U(x, λ)H(x, ·, λ)U(·, λ)∗wf (6.8)
where
H(x, ·, λ) =M−(λ)χ#(a,x0) +M+(λ)χ
#
(x0,b)
− 1
2
J−1 sgn(· − x) + S(x, λ)χ{x}
and S(x, λ) = 14U(x, λ)
−1(U+(x, λ) − U−(x, λ))J−1. Note that S(x, λ) = 0 at
points x where Q and W are continuous, i.e., almost everywhere.
We illustrate the above by the following simple example: n = 1, (a, b) = R,
J = −i, q = 0, w = 1, and x0 = 0. Then U(x, λ) = eiλx. Assume first that
Im(λ) > 0. Then we have N+(λ) = C and N−(λ) = {0}. We have no boundary
conditions (n+ = n− = 0) and L0 = {0}. This gives F (λ) = (0, 1, 0)⊤, b+ =
(0, 0, 0)⊤ and b− = (0, i, 0)
⊤. Since F †(λ) = (0, 1, 0) we find H+(λ) = 0 and
H−(λ) = i and thus M+(λ) =M−(λ) = i/2. Thus H(x, y, λ) equals zero above the
line y = x and i below it. When Im(λ) < 0 we get instead H+(λ) = −i, H−(λ) = 0
and M+(λ) = M−(λ) = −i/2. Now H(x, y, λ) = −i above the line y = x and
H(x, y, λ) = 0 below it. Thus, for Imλ 6= 0,
G(x, y, λ) =
i
2
Imλ
| Imλ| e
iλ(x−y)


2 if (x− y) Imλ > 0
1 if x = y
0 if (x− y) Imλ < 0.
6.2. The M-function. For this and the next section we need somewhat stronger
assumptions than before and shall, in addition to Hypothesis 4.1, also require the
validity of the following premise.
Hypothesis 6.1. Λ is a closed set which does not intersect the real line and
contains only isolated points.
We proved in Section 2.3 that u(x, ·) is analytic in C\Λ when u(·, λ) is a solution
of the initial value problem Ju′ + qu = λwu, u(x0) = u0 ∈ Cn. Thus, if U(·, λ) is
a fundamental matrix for Ju′ + qu = λwu such that U(x0, λ) = 1, then U(x, ·) is
analytic on C \ Λ. We choose, as always, x0 to be a point of continuity of Q and
W , the antiderivatives of q and w.
Our goal is to define a matrix-valued Herglotz-Nevanlinna function which encodes
the spectral information of T , a self-adjoint restriction of Tmax. Introduce the spaces
B± collecting respectively the vectors
∫
(x0,b)
U(·, λ)∗wf and ∫
(a,x0)
U(·, λ)∗wf when
f runs through the compactly supported functions in L2(w). By Lemma 5.4 the
span of B− ∪ B+ equals N⊥0 and, mimicking its proof, we also see that B± are
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independent of λ. We denote the orthogonal projections onto the spaces B± by
Ω±.
Lemma 6.2. If Ω0 is the orthogonal projection onto B+ ∩B−, then PM−(λ)Ω0 =
PM+(λ)Ω0.
Proof. Lemma 4.2 gives U±(·, λ)J−1U±(·, λ)∗ = J−1 so that U(x, λ)(S(x, λ) −
S(x, λ)∗)U(x, λ)∗ = 0. This implies
0 = 〈g, Eλf〉 − 〈Eλg, f〉 =
∫ ∫
g(x)∗w(x)U(x, λ)K(x, y, λ)U(y, λ)∗w(y)f(y)
where K(x, y, λ) equals
M−(λ)χ
#
(a,x0)
(y) +M+(λ)χ
#
(a,x0)
(y)−M−(λ)∗χ#(a,x0)(x)−M+(λ)∗χ
#
(a,x0)
(x).
By picking f and g both to be supported on (a, x0] we may prove
α∗(M−(λ)−M−(λ)∗)α′ = 0 (6.9)
for all α, α′ ∈ B−. Similarly, choosing supports of both f and g in [x0, b) we find
β∗(M+(λ)−M+(λ)∗)β′ = 0 (6.10)
for all β, β′ ∈ B+. We also get
α∗(M+(λ)−M−(λ)∗)β = 0 (6.11)
and
β∗(M−(λ)−M+(λ)∗)α = 0 (6.12)
whenever α ∈ B− and β ∈ B+.
Now suppose ζ ∈ B− ∩ B+. Then the identities (6.9) and (6.11) show that
α∗(M+(λ) − M−(λ))ζ = 0 for all α ∈ B−. The other two give β∗(M+(λ) −
M−(λ))ζ = 0 for all β ∈ B+. 
We may now make the following definition when λ is in ρ(T ) \ Λ.
M(λ)ζ =


PM+(λ)ζ if ζ ∈ B+,
PM−(λ)ζ if ζ ∈ B−, and
0 if ζ ∈ N0.
Of course, elsewhere M(λ) is defined by linearity. Since we may replace the term
U(·, λ)∗w in equation (6.8) by PU(·, λ)∗w and since M± = PM± ± 12 (1 − P )J−1,
we may replace H in that equation by H˜ = HP and still retain the fact that it
yields Green’s function. Thus, setting
H˜(x, y, λ) =M(λ) +
1
2
(1− P )J−1P sgn(y − x0)
− 1
2
J−1P sgn(y − x) + S(x, λ)Pχ{x}(y)
we still get
(Eλf)(x) =
∫
U(x, λ)H˜(x, ·, λ)U(·, λ)∗wf. (6.13)
Lemma 6.3. The function M extends to all of ρ(T ) and has the following proper-
ties: (1) M(λ) =M(λ)∗. (2) (M(λ)−M(λ)∗)/(2i Im(λ)) ≥ 0 if Im(λ) 6= 0. (3) M
is analytic.
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Proof. We first establish the above statements in ρ(T ) \ Λ.
For ξ ∈ Cn and ζ ∈ B− we have ξ∗M(λ)ζ = ξ∗PM−(λ)ζ = (Pξ)∗M−(λ)ζ. But
Pξ = α+ β with α ∈ B− and β ∈ B+. Thus, on account of the identities (6.9) and
(6.12) and since ζ = Pζ, we get
ξ∗M(λ)ζ = α∗M−(λ)
∗ζ + β∗M+(λ)
∗ζ = (PM−(λ)α)
∗ζ + (PM+(λ)β)
∗ζ
= (α+ β)∗M(λ)∗ζ = ξ∗(M(λ)P )∗ζ.
Now use that MP = M . A similar proof works when ζ ∈ B+. If ζ ∈ N0 we
have ξ∗M(λ)ζ = 0 and ξ∗M(λ)∗ζ = (M(λ)ξ)∗ζ. The latter is also zero since
M(λ)ξ ∈ N⊥0 . This establishes (1) for λ ∈ ρ(T ) \ Λ.
Suppose supp f ∈ [c, d] ⊂ (a, b) and denote by ξ± the integrals of U(·, λ)∗wf
over the intervals [x0, b) and (a, x0], respectively. For x outside [c, d] we get
(Eλf)(x) = U(x, λ)(M(λ) ∓ 1
2
J−1P )(ξ+ + ξ−) +
1
2
U(x, λ)(1 − P )J−1P (ξ+ − ξ−)
when we use the upper sign for x < c and the lower sign for x > d. The columns of
U(x, λ)(1−P ) are in L0 ⊂ L2(w) and thus satisfy the boundary conditions defining
T . Since Eλf ∈ L2(w) also satisfies these boundary conditions it follows that the
function
h1(x, λ) = U(x, λ)(M(λ) +
1
2
J−1P sgn(x− x0))
is in L2(w) and satisfies the boundary conditions. Now let h = h1(·, λ) − h1(·, µ).
Since h is continuous at x0 it satisfies the differential equation Jh
′ + (q − µw)h =
(λ−µ)wh1(·, λ) on all of (a, b). From the above we know that h ∈ L2(w) satisfies the
boundary conditions for T . Thus (h, µh+(λ−µ)h1(·, λ)) ∈ T . This is the same as to
say that h is a representative of (λ−µ)Rµh1(·, λ). Since h(x0) =M(λ)−M(µ) ∈ N⊥0
we even have
h = h1(·, λ)− h1(·, µ) = (λ − µ)Eµh1(·, λ).
Taking the adjoint and evaluating at x0 gives
M(λ)−M(µ) = (λ− µ)(Eµh1(·, λ))(x0)∗. (6.14)
Now we are in a position to prove (2) away from Λ. We simply note that, by
(1), M(λ)∗ =M(λ) so that
M(λ)−M(λ)∗ = (λ − λ)(Eλh1(·, λ))(x0)∗.
However, evaluating equation (6.13) at x0 gives (Eλf)(x0) =
∫
h1(·, λ)∗wf and, in
particular,
(Eλh1(·, λ))(x0) =
∫
h1(·, λ)∗wh1(·, λ) ≥ 0.
To prove (3) outside Λ suppose that µ ∈ ρ(T ) \Λ and that λ is in a ball around
µ which still lies in ρ(T ) \ Λ. Equation (6.14) shows then that M is analytic at µ.
Finally, using Hypothesis 6.1 and the next Lemma 6.4, we may extend M ana-
lytically to all of ρ(T ). Properties (1) and (2) remain intact by continuity. 
Lemma 6.4. Let λ0 be a non-real isolated singularity of a function m which is
analytic in a punctured disk about λ0. If Imm(λ) ≥ 0 on its domain of definition,
then λ0 is a removable singularity.
Proof. If λ0 is a pole or an essential singularity of m, then there must be points in
a neighborhood of λ0 such that Im(λ) < 0. 
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Lemma 6.3 guarantees that M is a matrix-valued Herglotz-Nevanlinna function.
It is well-known, that any such function has the representation
M(λ) = Aλ+B +
∫ ( 1
t− λ −
t
t2 + 1
)
dN(t)
where A is a non-negative matrix, B a Hermitian matrix and t 7→ N(t) a non-
decreasing, left-continuous, matrix-valued function. We will denote the derivative
of N , a non-negative distribution or measure by ν. Recall that the entries of ν
are absolutely continuous with respect to tr ν and let N˜ be the Radon-Nikodym
derivative of ν with respect to tr ν. Of course, associated with the measure ν is
the Hilbert space L2(ν). We shall denote the inner product and norm in L2(ν) by
〈·, ·〉ν and ‖ · ‖ν , respectively. For emphasis we may also subsequently append a
subscript w for norms and inner products in L2(w) when appropriate.
6.3. The spectral transformation. Throughout this section we require the va-
lidity of both Hypotheses 4.1 and 6.1. In the course of action we follow the proof
of Theorem 15.5 in Bennewitz [4] almost verbatim. Extra attention is needed in
the proof of Lemma 6.10 to tend to differences stemming from the absence of the
definiteness condition. We include the other details since [4] is perhaps not readily
available.
If f ∈ L2(w) has compact support, we define for any λ ∈ C \ Λ
(Ff)(λ) =
∫
U(·, λ)∗wf.
Ff is called the spectral transform or Fourier transform of f . Note that λ 7→
(Ff)(λ) and λ 7→ (Ff)(λ)∗ are analytic in C \ Λ. According to Lemma 5.4 the
vectors (Ff)(λ) always lie in N⊥0 = ranP . We will mostly be concerned with the
restrictions of transforms to the real line. We will still use the notation Ff for such
a restriction, since the meaning is clear from the context.
The following lemma indicates that all spectral information of the self-adjoint
relation T is encoded in the function M since it is encoded in the resolvent of T .
Lemma 6.5. Suppose f, g ∈ L2(w) are compactly supported. Then the function
λ 7→ 〈g, Eλf〉 − (Fg)(λ)∗M(λ)(Ff)(λ) is analytic in C \ Λ.
Proof. In view of the representation (6.13) for Eλf , the claim follows simply from
the fact that H˜(x, y, λ)−M(λ) = 12 (1−P )J−1P sgn(y−x0)− 12J−1P sgn(y−x)+
S(x, λ)χ{x}(y) is analytic in C \ Λ. 
We now recall from Appendix B.5 the spectral projections π(B) associated with
the self-adjoint operator T0 and, by extension, with the self-adjoint relation T .
In particular, remember that Πf,g is the anti-derivative of the distribution associ-
ated with the complex measure B 7→ 〈f, π(B)g〉 and that π(R) is the orthogonal
projection from L2(w) onto H0. We will denote π(R) by P.
Lemma 6.6. Suppose f ∈ L2(w) is compactly supported and c and d are points of
continuity of both Πf,f and N . Let Γ be the contour described by the rectangle with
vertices c± iε and d± iε where ε > 0 is chosen so that the rectangle and its interior
lie entirely in C \ Λ (recall that R ∩ Λ is empty). Then∮
Γ
(Ff)(λ)∗M(λ)(Ff)(λ)dλ = −2πi
∫
(c,d)
(Ff)∗ν(Ff) (6.15)
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and ∮
Γ
〈f,Rλf〉dλ = −2πi
∫
(c,d)
dΠf,f . (6.16)
Proof. Using the Nevanlinna representation for M , exchanging the order of inte-
gration, and employing Cauchy’s integral formula we obtain for the right-hand side
of equation (6.15)∫ ∮
Γ
(Ff)(λ)∗( 1
t− λ −
t
t2 + 1
)
N˜(t)(Ff)(λ)dλ tr ν(t) = −2πi
∫
(c,d)
(Ff)∗ν(Ff).
Exchanging the order of integration is permissible, if the integral is absolutely
convergent. A difficulty arises when λ = t leading to integrals of the type∫ 1
−1
∫
(−1,1)
σ′(t)√
t2 + s2
ds
when σ is non-decreasing on (−1, 1) and differentiable at 0. But integration by
parts shows that such integrals are finite. This proves equation (6.15). The proof
of equation (6.16) is similar. 
Lemma 6.7. When f ∈ L2(w) is compactly supported, then Ff is in L2(ν). The
map F extends, by continuity, to all of L2(w). Moreover,
Πf,g(t) = 〈f, π((−∞, t))g〉w =
∫
(−∞,t)
(Ff)∗ν(Fg)
whenever f, g ∈ L2(w). In particular, 〈f,Pg〉w = 〈Ff,Fg〉ν and kerF = H∞.
Proof. Suppose f ∈ L2(w) is compactly supported. Then Lemma 6.5 and Cauchy’s
theorem show that ∮
Γ
〈f,Rλf〉 =
∮
Γ
(Ff)(λ)∗M(λ)(Ff)(λ)
since the integral on the left exists according to Lemma 6.6. That lemma gives also∫
[c,d)
dΠf,f =
∫
[c,d)
(Ff)∗ν(Ff) (6.17)
when c and d are points of continuity for Πf,f and N . Since Πf,f and N are
both left-continuous equation (6.17) actually holds always. Letting [c, d) tend to R
proves that Ff ∈ L2(ν). Furthermore, polarization gives∫
[c,d)
dΠf,g =
∫
[c,d)
(Ff)∗ν(Fg)
when g ∈ L2(w) is also compactly supported.
Now let f be an arbitrary element of L2(w) and n 7→ [an, bn] be a sequence of
intervals in (a, b) converging to (a, b). Setting fn = fχ[an,bn] we see that
‖Ffn −Ffm‖ν = ‖P(fn − fm)‖w ≤ ‖fn − fm‖w
showing that n 7→ Ffn is a Cauchy sequence in L2(ν) and thus convergent. By
interweaving sequences it follows that the limit of this Cauchy sequence does not
depend on how f is approximated. We denote the limit by Ff thereby extending
our definition of the Fourier transform to all of L2(w). 
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Next we define a transform G : L2(ν)→ L2(w). Again, we will begin by consid-
ering compactly supported elements in L2(ν). Specifically, if fˆ is such an element,
we define
(Gfˆ)(x) =
∫
U(x, ·)νfˆ .
Lemma 6.8. When fˆ ∈ L2(ν) is compactly supported, then Gfˆ is in L2(w). The
map G extends, by continuity, to all of L2(ν). We have that
〈g,Gfˆ〉w = 〈Fg, fˆ〉ν (6.18)
for all g ∈ L2(w) and all fˆ ∈ L2(ν). Moreover, G ◦ F = P and (ranF)⊥ = kerG.
Proof. Suppose that fˆ ∈ L2(ν) is compactly supported, denote Gfˆ by f , and let
fn = fχ[an,bn]. Upon changing the order of integration we get
‖fn‖2w = 〈fn, f〉w = 〈Ffn, fˆ〉ν ≤ ‖Ffn‖ν‖fˆ‖ν .
Lemma 6.7 implies ‖Ffn‖ν = ‖Pfn‖w ≤ ‖fn‖w and hence we have ‖fn‖w ≤ ‖fˆ‖ν.
This is the case for every interval [an, bn] ⊂ (a, b) so it follows that Gfˆ ∈ L2(w).
As before we extend the domain of definition of G from the compactly supported
functions in L2(ν) to all of L2(ν). Specifically, for a general element fˆ in L2(ν) set
fˆn = fˆχ[−n,n]. Then, according to what we just proved, ‖Gfˆn−Gfˆm‖w ≤ ‖fˆn−fˆm‖ν
which implies that n 7→ Gfˆn is a Cauchy sequence in L2(w) and thus convergent.
We denote the limit by Gfˆ .
Now suppose g ∈ L2(w), fˆ ∈ L2(ν), [ak, bk] ⊂ (a, b) and [−n, n] ⊂ R. Upon
changing the order of integration we get (as before)
〈gχ[ak,bk],G(fˆχ[−n,n])〉w = 〈F(gχ[ak,bk]), fˆχ[−n,n]〉ν .
Let [ak, bk]× [−n, n] approach (a, b)× R to obtain equation (6.18).
If fˆ = Ff for some f ∈ L2(w) we get from equation (6.18) and Lemma 6.7 that
〈g, (G ◦ F)f〉 = 〈g,Pf〉 which shows that G ◦ F = P. Also the last claim follows
immediately from equation (6.18). 
Lemma 6.9. If Im(λ) 6= 0, then F(Rλg)(t) = (Fg)(t)/(t− λ).
Proof. First note that t 7→ gˆ(t)/(t− λ) is in L2(ν) if gˆ is. From Theorem B.11 and
Lemma 6.7 we get
〈f,Rλg〉w =
∫
1
t− λ dΠf,g(t) =
∫
(Ff)(t)∗ν(t) (Fg)(t)
t− λ = 〈Ff, (Fg)/(· − λ)〉ν .
In particular, ‖Rλg‖2w = 〈F(Rλg), (Fg)/(· − λ)〉ν . On the other hand
‖Rλg‖2w = 〈g,RλRλg〉w =
1
λ− λ〈g, (Rλ −Rλ)g〉w = ‖Fg/(· − λ)‖
2
ν .
Lemma 6.7 also implies that ‖Rλg‖2w = ‖F(Rλg)‖2ν . Thus the four terms appearing
in the expansion of ‖F(Rλg)−Fg/(· − λ)‖2 cancel each other leaving 0. 
Lemma 6.10. The kernel of G is trivial, F ◦ G = 1, F is surjective, and F∗ = G.
In particular, F|H0 : H0 → L2(ν) is unitary.
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Proof. Assume first kerG = {0} so that ranF is dense. Lemmas 6.7 and 6.8 imply
〈(F ◦ G − 1)gˆ,Ff〉ν = 〈Ggˆ,Pf〉w − 〈gˆ,Ff〉w = 〈gˆ,F(Pf − f)〉w = 0.
Thus F ◦ G = 1 which implies the other statements claimed.
Now we show that indeed kerG = {0}. Thus suppose fˆ ∈ kerG and Im(λ) 6= 0.
Then, employing Lemma 6.9,
0 = 〈FRλg, fˆ〉ν =
∫
(Fg)(t)∗ν(t)fˆ(t)
t− λ
whenever g ∈ L2(w). Since the Stieltjes transform of a measure is zero only for
the zero measure we have (Fg)∗νfˆ = 0 and hence 〈Fg, fˆχK〉ν =
∫
K(Fg)∗νfˆ = 0
whenever K is a compact subset of R. Lemma 6.8 gives us then fˆχK ∈ kerG. Now
apply G to see that x 7→ ∫
K
U(x, t)ν(t)fˆ (t) is the zero element in L2(w). Hence,
whenever [c, d] ∈ (a, b),
0 =
∫
[c,d]
U(x, s)∗w(x)
∫
K
U(x, t)ν(t)fˆ (t) =
∫
K
B(s, t)ν(t)fˆ (t)
where
B(s, t) =
∫
[c,d]
U(x, s)∗w(x)U(x, t) = PB(s, t)P.
Now fix an arbitrary s ∈ R and note that, for a sufficiently large interval [c, d], we
have that α∗B(s, s)α = 0 if and only if α ∈ N0 and hence kerB(s, s) = N0. As
long as t is sufficiently close to s we also have kerB(s, t) = ker(PB(s, t)P ) = N0
implying that ranB(s, t)∗ = N⊥0 . Since fˆ is an element of L
2(ν) we may assume
that its values are in ranP = N⊥0 . Thus, for each t sufficiently close to s we may
find a vector ξ(t) such that B(s, t)∗ξ(t) = fˆ(t). Since B(s, ·)νfˆ is the zero measure,
it follows that fˆ∗νfˆ = ξ∗B(s, ·)νfˆ is also the zero measure. But this means that fˆ
is zero almost everywhere with respect to ν. 
It is now easy to see that the Fourier transform diagonalizes the relation T .
Indeed, suppose (u, f) ∈ T and hence that (f − λu, u) ∈ Rλ. Then Lemma 6.9
gives (Fu)(t) = (F(f − λu))(t)/(t − λ) which simplifies to t(Fu)(t) = (Ff)(t).
Conversely, if the functions t 7→ uˆ(t) and t 7→ fˆ(t) = tuˆ(t) are in L2(ν), then
(Guˆ,Gfˆ) ∈ T0.
We have now proved the following theorem.
Theorem 6.11. Suppose T is a self-adjoint restriction of a relation Tmax whose
coefficients q and w satisfy Hypotheses 4.1 and 6.1. Let ν be the measure generated
by the associated M -function. Then the following statements hold.
(1) There is a continuous map F : L2(w)→ L2(ν) which assigns to compactly
supported elements of L2(w) the function defined by (Ff)(t) = ∫ U(·, t)∗wf .
The kernel of F is the space H∞ = {f ∈ L2(w) : (0, f) ∈ T }.
(2) There is a continuous map G : L2(ν) → L2(w) which assigns to compactly
supported elements of L2(ν) the function defined by (Gfˆ)(x) = ∫ U(x, ·)νfˆ .
The range of G is the space H0 = L2(w) ⊖H∞.
(3) The restriction of F to H0 is a unitary operator and G is the inverse of
this operator.
(4) If (u, f) ∈ T then (Ff)(t) = t(Fu)(t). Conversely, if t 7→ uˆ(t) and t 7→
fˆ(t) = tuˆ(t) are both in L2(ν), then (Guˆ,Gfˆ) ∈ T0 ⊂ T .
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7. Special case: regular endpoints
The endpoint a is called regular , if the antiderivatives Q andW of q and w are of
bounded variation on (a, c) for some (and hence all) c ∈ (a, b). Similarly, b is called
regular if Q and W are of bounded variation on (c, b). Here we allow a = −∞ and
b =∞. An endpoint which is not regular is called singular .
If a is regular, then the measure associated with trw is a finite measure on (a, c).
This implies that the components of wf are associated with finite measures on (a, c)
whenever f ∈ L2(w). Consequently, in view of Remark 2.4, any balanced solution
u of Ju′+ qu = wf is of bounded variation on (a, c). Hence u± and u# all have the
same limit at a which we denote by the u(a). In this setup we do not allow (or, if
you will, ignore) problems where a carries mass. Unless a = −∞ this is not actually
a restriction, since we may set w and q equal to zero on (−∞, a) and consider the
corresponding problem posed on (−∞, b). Similar considerations hold, of course,
with the roles of a and b reversed. u(a) and u(b) are called the boundary values of
u ∈ domTmax when a and b are regular.
In the following we will consider the case when both a and b are regular. We
emphasize that Λ is then a closed set consisting of isolated points so that a part of
Hypothesis 6.1 is automatically satisfied when both endpoints are regular. We will
not require that Λ ∩R is empty unless explicitly mentioned.
7.1. Boundary conditions. We begin by showing that the symmetric restrictions
of Tmax are given by linear homogenous conditions on u(a) and u(b). Recall that
the deficiency indices n± of Tmin are the dimensions of D±i = {([u],±i[u]) ∈ Tmax}.
Lemma 7.1. If both endpoints of (a, b) are regular, then the minimal relation Tmin
has equal deficiency indices.
Proof. Suppose λ 6∈ Λ. By Corollary 2.5 the space of solutions of Ju′ + qu = λwu
has dimension n. Each of these solutions is bounded and, since trw is a finite
measure, they are all in L2(w). Some of them may be representatives of [0] so that
n± ≤ n. If there is a solution of Ju′ + qu = λwu with ‖u‖ = 0, then wu = 0 so
that u ∈ L0 and also Ju′ + qu = −λwu . Hence n± = n− dimL0. 
We may not be able to associate unique boundary values with a given element
[u] ∈ dom(Tmax) since different representatives of [u] may have different boundary
values. Worse, even for a fixed ([u], [f ]) ∈ Tmax two different representatives of [u]
may have different boundary values. To remedy this situation we make use of the
evaluation operator E from Definition 5.2 and introduce the map B which assigns to
([u], [f ]) ∈ Tmax the boundary values of E([u], [f ]), i.e., B([u], [f ]) =
(E([u],[f ])(a)
E([u],[f ])(b)
)
.
We also define the spaces
N =
{( v(a)
v(b)
) ∈ C2n : v ∈ L0}
and W = {B([v], [g]) : ([v], [g]) ∈ Di ⊕D−i}.
Lemma 7.2. Suppose (u, f) ∈ Tmax. Then
( u(a)
u(b)
) ∈ N if and only if ([u], [f ]) ∈
Tmin. Moreover, W ∩N = {0} and dimW = dim(Di ⊕D−i) = 2n− 2 dimL0.
Proof. Suppose
( u(a)
u(b)
) ∈ N and that v ∈ L0 has the same boundary values as u
so that (u − v)(a) = (u − v)(b) = 0 and J(u − v)′ + q(u − v) = wf . Then, by
Lagrange’s identity (4.3), we obtain 〈u − v, h〉 = 〈f, r〉 for all (r, h) ∈ Tmax. Hence
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([u − v], [f ]) = ([u], [f ]) ∈ T ∗max = Tmin and this proves one direction of the first
claim.
Conversely, suppose ([u], [f ]) ∈ Tmin and ([v], [g]) ∈ Tmax = Tmin∗. Then, by
Lagrange’s identity (4.3) we have v(b)∗Ju(b)− v(a)∗Ju(a) = 0, i.e., ( u(a)u(b) ) is in the
kernel of the linear functional given by the row (−v(a)∗J, v(b)∗J). For arbitrary
v0 ∈ Cn and g ∈ L2(w) we have a solution of the initial value problem Jv′+qv = wg,
v(a) = v0. The variation of constants formula (Lemma 4.3) gives
v(b) = U(b, 0)
(
v(a) + J−1
∫
(a,b)
U(·, 0)∗wg).
Denoting dimL0 by k, Lemma 5.4 shows that the vectors
∫
(a,b)
U(·, 0)∗wg span a
space of dimension n − k. Thus we have 2n − k linearly independent functionals
whose kernels contain
( u(a)
u(b)
)
, i.e.,
( u(a)
u(b)
)
is in the kernel K of a matrix of rank
2n− k so that dimK = k. Now note that N ⊂ K and that dimN = k. It follows
that K = N .
Finally suppose that B([v], [g]) ∈ N for some ([v], [g]) ∈ Di⊕D−i. Abbreviating
E([v], [g]) by v we have
( v(a)
v(b)
) ∈ N and thus, by the first part of the proof, ([v], [g]) ∈
Tmin. This implies [v] = [g] = [0] and, since E([0], [0]) = 0 also v(a) = v(b) = 0. In
particular, kerB = {0} so that dim ranB = dim(Di ⊕D−i). 
As in Appendix B we now define J : L2(w)×L2(w) : (u, f) 7→ (f,−u) and recall
that J (Di ⊕D−i) = Di ⊕D−i. By J we shall denote the matrix
(
J 0
0 −J
)
.
Theorem 7.3. Suppose a and b are regular endpoints. Let A˜ ∈ Cn+×2n have
the following properties: (1) A˜ has full rank n+, (2) J
−1A˜∗(C2n) ⊂ W , and (3)
A˜J−1A˜∗ = 0. Then
T = {([u], [f ]) : (u, f) ∈ Tmax, A˜
( u(a)
u(b)
)
= 0}
is a self-adjoint restriction of Tmax.
Conversely, every self-adjoint restriction T of Tmax is determined in this way by
a matrix A˜ with the given properties.
Proof. With A˜∗ = J
( g1(a) ... gn+ (a)
g1(b) ... gn+ (b)
)
this is an immediate consequence of Theo-
rem 5.1. 
7.2. Green’s function and the Fourier transform. In the case of regular end-
points there are several simplifications in the process of constructing Green’s func-
tion when compared to the one in Section 6.1. First of all we may choose x0 to be
one of the endpoints, say a. Moreover, since all solutions of Ju′ + qu = λwu are
in L2(w) the projections P±(λ) are both equal to the identity so that conditions
(6.3) and (6.4) become vacuous. Equation (6.5), collecting the n+ = n− boundary
conditions, becomes
(g(b)∗JU(b, λ)− g(a)∗J1)u0 = −
∫
g(b)∗JU(b, λ)J−1U(·, λ)∗wf.
Finally, taking, instead of all, only the linearly independent rows of (1− P )u0 = 0
into account we obtain an n × n-matrix F (λ). As before F (λ) has trivial ker-
nel, i.e., it is invertible, if λ is in the resolvent set. We obtain (Eλf)(x) =
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∫
U(x, λ)H˜(x, ·, λ)U(·, λ)∗wf where
H˜(x, y, λ) =M(λ) +
1
2
(1− P )J−1P − 1
2
J−1P sgn(y − x) + S(x, λ)χ{x}(y)
with
M(λ) = −PF (λ)−1( g(b)∗
0
)
JU(b, λ)J−1P +
1
2
PJ−1P
and S(x, λ) = 14U(x, λ)
−1(U+(x, λ) − U−(x, λ))J−1.
For the remainder of the section we will require the validity of Hypothesis 6.1,
which reduces here to the condition Λ ∩ R = ∅. As in Section 6.2 we denote the
measure which occurs in the Herglotz-Nevanlinna representation of M by ν. If λ is
an eigenvalue of multiplicity k, then Lemma 6.7 implies that ∆ν(λ) is a matrix of
rank k and the columns of U(x, λ)∆ν (λ) span the eigenspace associated with λ.
Theorem 7.4. Suppose both endpoints of the interval (a, b) are regular and Λ ∩R
is empty. If T is a self-adjoint restriction of Tmax, then its spectrum consists of
isolated eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. Their number may be finite or infinite
and, in the latter case, they may accumulate only at ∞, −∞ or both. We denote
by Z a suitable subset of Z to label the eigenvalues of T , repeated according to
their multiplicity, so that λn ≤ λn+1. The Fourier transform is then given by the
sequence n 7→ fˆn =
∫
U(·, λn)∗wf and, consequently, the inverse transform is a
sum or series where each term is an eigenfunction of T . Specifically,
f(x) =
∑
n∈Z
U(x, λn)∆ν(λn)fˆn.
Proof. We will prove that Rλ is a compact operator as long as λ ∈ ρ(T ). This
means, by definition, that ‖Rλfn‖ converges to 0, when fn ∈ L2(w) converges
weakly to 0. Since, for fixed x ∈ (a, b), the function G(x, ·, λ)∗ is in L2(w), it
follows that (Eλfn)(x) tends to 0 as n tends to infinity. Next note that un = Rλfn
means that (un, λun+fn) ∈ T . SinceQ andW are of bounded variation, Lemma 5.3
and the fact that Rλ is bounded give |||Eλfn||| = |||E(un, λun + fn)||| ≤ C‖fn‖ for
some appropriate constant C. Since fn is weakly convergent we have that ‖fn‖
and hence |||Eλfn||| as well as |(Eλfn)(x)|1 are bounded. Thus, by the dominated
convergence theorem,
‖Rλfn‖2 =
∫
(Eλfn)
∗W˜ (Eλfn) trw
tends to zero, since trw is a finite measure and each component of Eλfn and W˜ ,
the Radon-Nikodym derivative of w with respect to trw, is bounded.
A standard theorem in spectral theory for linear operators shows now that the
operator part of T has only isolated eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. Lemma 6.7
implies that the support of ν is equal to the collection of all eigenvalues {λn : n ∈
Z} of T and thus discrete. In particular, the Fourier transform of f ∈ L2(w) is
completely determined by the vectors fˆn =
∫
U(·, λn)∗wf , n ∈ Z. Accordingly, the
inverse transform is either a finite sum, a series on N or a series on Z. 
8. Special case: n = 2 and real coefficients
We now specialize to the case n = 2 and assume that the coefficients J , q, and w
are real. This means that we must have J = β
(
0 −1
1 0
)
with β ∈ R\{0} (and we could
restrict ourselves to the case β = 1 by employing a coordinate transform). It follows
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that Ju′ + qu = λwu if and only if Ju′ + qu = λwu and therefore the deficiency
indices n+ and n− are the same and we have always self-adjoint restrictions of Tmax.
Lemma 8.1. For each λ ∈ C \ R and c ∈ (a, b) there are non-trivial solutions of
Ju′ + qu = λwu in L2(wχ(a,c)) and L
2(wχ(c,b)), respectively.
Proof. We may assume that L0 is trivial since otherwise the claim is. Let U be a
fundamental matrix for Ju′ + qu = 0 such that U(x0) = 1 for some x0 ∈ (a, b) and
[c, d] an interval in (a, b) containing x0 and such that the integrals
∫
U∗wf reach all
of C2 when f varies among the elements of L2(w) supported in [c, d]. This is possible
according to Lemma 5.4. We may also choose c and d to be points of continuity
of Q and W . It follows now from the variation of constants formula (Lemma 4.3)
that there is an f ∈ L2(w) with supp f ⊂ [c, d] and a solution u of Ju′ + qu = wf
such that u(c) = (1, 0)⊤ and u(x) = 0 for x > d. Similarly, there is a g ∈ L2(w)
with supp g ⊂ [c, d] and a solution v of Jv′ + qv = wg such that v(c) = (0, 1)⊤ and
v(x) = 0 for x > d. From Lemma 4.2 we get (v∗Ju)+(a) = v(c)∗Ju(c) = β 6= 0.
Now consider the relations T˜min and T˜max determined by J , q, and wχ(c,b). Sup-
pose that the deficiency indices of T˜min are 0 implying that T˜max is self-adjoint.
Since (u, f) and (v, g) are in T˜max we get from Lagrange’s identity (4.3) the absur-
dity that 0 = 〈v, f〉 − 〈g, u〉 = v(a)∗Ju(a) 6= 0. It follows that the deficiency spaces
D˜±(λ) cannot be trivial. Thus there is a solution of Ju
′ + qu = λwu on (a, b) such
that ‖uχ(c,b)‖ <∞. Replacing c with any other number in (a, b) in this last claim
will not invalidate it. A similar argument works, of course, with the roles of a and
b reversed. 
Lemma 8.2. All solutions of Ju′ + qu = λwu are in L2(wχ(a,c)) for all c ∈ (a, b)
and all λ ∈ C \ R, if this holds true for one such pair (c, λ). The corresponding
statement is also true for the endpoint b.
Proof. Let T˜min be the relation determined by J , q, and wχ(a,c). Then our claim
follows from the fact that the dimension of the deficiency spaces D˜±(λ) of T˜min
does not vary with λ. 
For c ∈ (a, b) and λ ∈ C \ R we have now the following dichotomy: the space of
solutions of Ju′ + qu = λwu which lie in L2(wχ(c,b)) is either one-dimensional or
two-dimensional. This characterization does not depend on the choice of c or, in
view of Lemmas 8.2 and 8.1, on the choice of λ ∈ C \ R. In the former situation
we say that we have the limit-point case at b or, for short, that b is limit-point,
while in the latter situation we say that we have the limit-circle case at b or that
b is limit-circle. Of course, we have an analogous dichotomy for a and, for any
given problem, we have either the limit-point case or the limit-circle case at a. The
terminology goes back to Weyl’s famous 1910 paper [21] on the subject.
8.1. Definiteness condition violated. Now assume dimL0 = 1. We have the
limit-point case at a or b if and only if n+ = n− = 0 and the limit-circle case at
both a and b if and only if n+ = n− = 1.
Theorem 8.3. Suppose that n = 2 and that J , q and w are real. Furthermore,
assume that dimL0 = 1, n± = 0, and ker∆w(x) ⊂ ker∆w(x)J−1∆q(x) for all
x ∈ (a, b), Then Tmax = T ∗max = {0} × L2(w).
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Proof. We begin by showing that PJ−1P = 0. If we denote the normalized vector
which spans the range of P by m0 we get that PJ
−1P = (m∗0J
−1m0)P . In our
case m0 = u(c) for an appropriately normalized non-trivial element u of L0. Since
u is also in L0 we get that m∗0 is a multiple of m⊤0 . Hence m∗0J−1m0 = 0.
Now assume that we have the limit-point case at b, the other case being treated
similarly. Suppose (u, f) ∈ Tmax and λ ∈ C \ (Λ ∪ R). Let E be the evaluation
operator from Definition 5.2 with anchor point x0. Then v = Eλ(f − λu) is in
[u]. Since P+(λ) = 1 − P and U(·, λ)∗w = PU(·, λ)∗w equation (6.3) shows that
Pu0 = −PJ−1P
∫
(x0,b)
U(·, λ)∗wf so that Pu0 = 0. However, equation (6.6) states
that Pu0 = u0 implying u0 = 0 in equation (6.1).
Let n0 = J
−1m0 and note that this spans N0. Using Lemma 5.4 we see that
both
∫
(x0,x)
U(·, λ)∗wf and− ∫
(x,x0)
U(·, λ)∗wf are scalar multiples ofm0. Similarly
U(x, λ)∗∆w(x)f(x) is a scalar multiple of m0. Hence we get,
v(x) = (α(x) + β(x)(1 ± J−1(λ∆w(x) −∆q(x))))U(x, λ)n0
for appropriate scalar-valued functions α and β. It follows that wv is a discrete
measure. In fact, (wv)({x}) = −β(x)∆w(x)J−1∆q(x)U(x, λ)n0. Since U(x, λ)n0
is in ker∆w(x), it is, by assumption, also in ker∆w(x)J
−1∆q(x). It follows that
wv is the zero measure and hence that v ∈ [0], i.e., [u] = [0]. We have now shown
that domTmax is trivial. That ranTmax = L
2(w) follows from the self-adjointness
of Tmax. 
We note that the condition ker∆w(x) ⊂ ker∆w(x)J−1∆q(x) is satisfied if, for
instance, at most one of Q and W jumps at any given point x.
8.2. Definiteness condition holds. This case closely resembles that of the clas-
sical Sturm-Liouville equation and it is possible to follow the well-known blueprint
for that situation. Specifically we emulate Chapters 3 – 6 of Eckhardt et al. [7].
First note that, if (u, f) and (v, g) are in Tmax such that f and g are equivalent in
L2(w) then u− v satisfies the equation J(u− v)′+ q(u− v) = 0. Thus u− v ∈ L0 =
{0}, if u and v are also equivalent. This means that we may (and will) identify
Tmax and Tmax in this situation.
Another major consequence of the definiteness condition is that one may modify
elements of Tmax on part of the interval (a, b) in certain ways without leaving the
set. More specifically, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 8.4. Suppose Ju′ + qu = wf and u ∈ L2(wχ(a,c)) for some (and hence
any) c ∈ (a, b). Then there is a (v, g) ∈ Tmax such that v = u near a and v = 0
near b. A similar statement holds with the roles of a and b reversed.
Proof. In view of the definiteness condition there is an interval [c, d] ⊂ (a, b) such
that wU(·, 0)(α, β)⊤ 6= 0 on (c, d) for all nontrivial (α, β)⊤ ∈ C2. In fact we may
choose both c and d to be points of continuity for Q andW . Let U be a fundamental
matrix for Ju′+qu = 0 so that U(c) is the identity matrix. According to Lemma 5.4
we can find a g : (c, d)→ C such that g ∈ L2(wχ(c,d)) and u(c)+J−1
∫
(c,d)
U∗wg =
0. We then define v on [c, d] by v−(x) = U−(x)(u(c) + J−1
∫
(c,x) U
∗wg as well as
v = u on (a, c] and v = 0 on [d, b). We also extend g to (a, c) and (d, b) by f and
0, respectively. Then (v, g) ∈ Tmax. 
The first consequence of this is that we may characterize Tmin.
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Theorem 8.5.
Tmin = {(u, f) ∈ Tmax : ∀(v, g) ∈ Tmax : (v∗Ju)−(b) = (v∗Ju)+(a) = 0}.
Proof. If (u, f) ∈ Tmin = T ∗max, it is clear from Lagrange’s identity (4.3) that
(v∗Ju)−(b) − (v∗Ju)+(a) = 0 whenever (v, g) ∈ Tmax. Now find, using Lemma
8.4, a pair (v0, g0) ∈ Tmax such that v0 = 0 near a and v0 = v near b. Then
(v∗Ju)−(b) = (v∗0Ju)
−(b) = (v∗0Ju)
−(b) − (v∗0Ju)+(a) = 0. For the converse use
Lagrange’s identity again. 
Occasionally we will use below the abbreviation V for Di ⊕D−i.
Lemma 8.6. If we have the limit-point case at b, then (r∗Ju)−(b) = 0 for all
(u, f), (r, h) ∈ Tmax. The analogous statement is true when a is limit-point.
Proof. Suppose first that a is a regular point, (u, f) ∈ Tmax, and c ∈ (a, b).
According to Lemma 8.1 there is one solution of Ju′ + qu = iwu which is in
L2(w) but there cannot be two since b is limit-point. Hence we have n± = 1
and dimV = 2. Now let v1 and v2 be solutions of Ju
′ + qu = 0 satisfying ini-
tial conditions v1(a) = (1, 0)
⊤ and v2(a) = (0, 1)
⊤. By Lemma 8.4, there are
elements (v˜k, fk) ∈ Tmax such that v˜k agrees with vk near a but is zero near
b. We then have (v˜∗2Jv˜1)(a) 6= 0 proving, in view of Theorem 8.5, that neither
(v˜1, f1) nor (v˜2, f2) is in Tmin. Thus Tmax = Tmin+˙ span{(v˜1, f1), (v˜2, f2)}. It fol-
lows that any element of Tmax agrees with some element of Tmin near b. Using
Lemma 8.4 again, we may find, for any (r, h) ∈ Tmax, an element (r˜, h˜) ∈ Tmax
such that r˜ equals r near b and 0 near a. Lagrange’s identity (4.3) gives now
(r∗Ju)−(b) = (r˜∗Ju˜)−(b)− (r˜∗Ju˜)+(a) = 〈r˜, f˜〉 − 〈h˜, u˜〉 = 0.
For the general case consider the problem posed on the interval (a′, b) for some
a′ ∈ (a, b). 
These considerations give now that we have the following trichotomy just as in
the classical case.
Theorem 8.7. The following statements hold true.
(1) n+ = n− = 0 if and only if we have the limit-point case at both a and b. In
this situation Tmax is self-adjoint.
(2) n+ = n− = 1 if and only if we have the limit-point case at one of a and b
and the limit-circle case at the other. Self-adjoint restrictions are given by
posing a boundary condition at the limit-circle end.
(3) n+ = n− = 2 if and only if we have the limit-circle case at both a and b.
Proof. Suppose we have the limit-point case at both a and b. For any (u, f), (v, g) ∈
Tmax Lemma 8.6 and Lagrange’s identity (4.3) give 〈g, u〉 = 〈v, f〉. Hence Tmax is
self-adjoint and the deficiency indices of Tmin are zero. Conversely, if at least one
of a and b is limit-circle Lemma 8.1 gives that n± > 0. This proves (1).
Now suppose that we have the limit-circle case at both a and b. Then every
solution of Ju′ + qu = ±iwu is in L2(w), i.e., n± = 2. Conversely, if at least one a
and b is limit-point we must have n± < 2. This proves (3) and thus also the first
statement of (2).
For the second statement of (2) assume that the boundary condition is given by
(v, g) ∈ V (cf. Theorem 5.1) and assume that a is limit-circle and b is limit-point
(the other case being treated similarly). Lemma 8.6 gives (g∗Ju)−(b) = 0 for any
(u, f) ∈ Tmax so that the boundary condition reads (g∗Ju)+(a) = 0. 
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Lemma 8.6 says that boundary conditions have no effect at endpoints which are
limit-point, they only affect limit-circle endpoints. We saw in Section 7 that we
may express boundary conditions through boundary values at regular endpoints.
Something similar is true under the present circumstances for limit-circle endpoints
as we will see next. For this we assume that we have the limit-circle case at a but
the same arguments work, of course, when b is limit-circle. The key to this is the
identity
3∑
j=1
(−1)j(A∗JBj)(B∗kJBℓ) = 0
which holds for arbitrary vectors A,B1, B2, B3 ∈ C2 when j, k, ℓ are pairwise dif-
ferent and k < ℓ. It is straightforward to check the validity of this identity but we
note that it is one of the Graßmann-Plu¨cker relations5.
We will choose A = g(x), B1 = v1(x), B2 = v2(x), and B3 = u(x), where g, u ∈
domTmax and v1, v2 are real-valued, linearly independent solutions of Ju
′+ qu = 0.
Then we obtain
(g(x)∗Ju(x))(v1(x)
∗Jv2(x))
= (g(x)∗Jv2(x))(v1(x)
∗Ju(x))− (g(x)∗Jv1(x))(v2(x)∗Ju(x)). (8.1)
Each of the terms appearing here has a limit as x tends to a thanks to Lagrange’s
identity (4.3) and Lemma 8.4. Moreover, v+1 (x)
∗Jv+2 (x) is different from zero and
constant in view of Lemma 4.2. We may choose this constant to be −1/β. Upon
defining
~u(a) = ((v∗1Ju)
+(a), (v∗2Ju)
+(a))⊤ and ~g(a) = ((v∗1Jg)
+(a), (v∗2Jg)
+(a))⊤
equation (8.1) is equivalent to
(g∗Ju)+(a) = ~g(a)∗J~u(a). (8.2)
Of course similar considerations work at b if it is limit-circle. We emphasize that
we may choose different solutions v1 and v2 near either of the endpoints should
they both be limit-circle. If a is regular we may choose v1 and v2 so that v1(a) =
(0, 1/β)⊤ and v2(a) = (−1/β, 0)⊤ to get ~u1(a) = u1(a) and ~u2(a) = u2(a).
Now we return to case (2) of Theorem 8.7. Assume a is limit-circle and b is
limit-point (the other case being similar). According to Theorem 5.1 and Lemma
8.6 any self-adjoint restriction of Tmax is given by
T = {(u, f) ∈ Tmax : (g∗Ju)+(a) = 0} = {(u, f) ∈ Tmax : ~g(a)∗J~u(a) = 0}
where (v, g) ∈ V satisfies 〈(v, g), (g,−v)〉 = 2i Im(〈v, g〉) = 0. Here we may choose
the components of ~g(a)∗J as (cos(α),− sin(α)) for some α ∈ [0, π) and obtain
T = {(u, f) ∈ Tmax : cos(α)~u1(a)− sin(α)~u2(a) = 0}. (8.3)
In other words, the self-adjoint restrictions of Tmax are in one-to-one correspondence
to points in [0, π).
Next we turn to case (3) of Theorem 8.7 where both a and b are limit-circle
endpoints. Now Theorem 5.1 states that the self-adjoint restriction of Tmax are
determined by two elements (v1, g1), (v2, g2) ∈ V satisfying
〈(vk, gk), (gj ,−vj)〉 = 0 for j, k = 1, 2. (8.4)
5It is customary to express these relations in terms of determinants and we are making use of
the fact that A∗JB = −β det(A,B).
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In fact, the boundary condition is A(u, f) = 0 where Aj = 〈(vj , gj), ·〉, j = 1, 2.
Using Lagrange’s identity (4.3) we get A(u, f) = A˜
( ~u(a)
~u(b)
)
, where
A˜ =
(
~g1(a)
∗ ~g1(b)
∗
~g2(a)
∗ ~g2(b)
∗
)
J
∗
with, as in Section 7, J =
(
J 0
0 −J
)
. Condition (8.4) becomes A˜∗J−1A˜ = 0. Note
that A˜ is a matrix in C2×4 which has (full) rank 2. Hence we can now, similar to
Theorem 7.3, state that the self-adjoint restriction T of Tmax are precisely given by
T = {(u, f) ∈ Tmax : A˜
( ~u(a)
~u(b)
)
= 0}
where A˜ ∈ C2×4 has rank 2 and satisfies A˜J−1A˜∗ = 0.
To investigate the various possibilities we now write A˜ as two blocks of 2 × 2
matrices, i.e., A˜ = (A1, A2). Thus the condition A˜J
−1A˜∗ = 0 becomes A1J
−1A∗1 =
A2J
−1A∗2. If A1 is invertible we may as well assume that it is the identity. It
follows that A2 must be invertible and hence that the boundary conditions must
be coupled (neither can involve ~u(a) or ~u(b) alone). It follows similarly that A1 is
invertible if A2 is, leading again to coupled boundary conditions.
It remains to consider the case where both A1 and A2 have rank 1. In this case
we may assume that one of the rows of A1 is equal to zero. The corresponding
row of A2 must then be different from zero. In fact, we may assume without loss
of generality that A˜ =
(A1,1 A1,2 0 0
0 0 A2,1 A2,2
)
so that we have separated boundary
conditions. Thus, mixed boundary conditions cannot occur.
We finish the chapter by investigating the relationship between the matrix M
introduced in Section 6.2 and the Titchmarsh-Weyl function for the case when a
is regular and b is limit-point. We also set β = 1 and assume for the remain-
der of the chapter the validity of Hypothesis 6.1. Let x0 = a and let U(·, λ)
be the fundamental matrix for Ju′ + qu = λwu satisfying U(a, λ) = 1. We set
θ(·, λ) = U(·, λ)(cosα,− sinα)⊤ and ϕ(·, λ) = U(·, λ)(sinα, cosα)⊤ so that ϕ(·, λ)
is a solution satisfying the boundary conditions in (8.3) at a. The Titchmarsh-Weyl
function m is now defined by the requirement that θ(·, λ)+m(λ)ϕ(·, λ) is in L2(w).
The function θ(·, λ) +m(λ)ϕ(·, λ) itself is called the Titchmarsh-Weyl solution of
Ju′ + qu = λwu.
If λ is in ρ(T ) \ Λ and f supported in [c, d] ⊂ (a, b) we have that
(Eλf)(x) =
{
U(x, λ)(M(λ) − 12J−1)
∫
[c,d]
U(·, λ)∗wf if x < c
U(x, λ)(M(λ) + 12J
−1)
∫
[c,d]
U(·, λ)∗wf if x > d
is in L2(w). Since
∫
U(·, λ)∗wf spans C2 as f varies, when [c, d] is sufficiently large,
it follows that any linear combination of the columns of U(·, λ)(M(λ)+ 12J−1) is in
L2(w). Also, it is a linear combination of θ(·, λ) and ϕ(·, λ), i.e.,
U(x, λ)(M(λ) +
1
2
J−1)
(
sinα
cosα
)
= (θ(x, λ), φ(x, λ))
(
c1
c2
)
for suitable c1 and c2. Solving for (c1, c2)
⊤ gives(
c1
c2
)
=
(
cosα − sinα
sinα cosα
)
(M(λ) +
1
2
J−1)
(
sinα
cosα
)
.
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Since Eλf satisfies the boundary condition and U(a, λ) = 1 we have
(cosα,− sinα)(M(λ) − 1
2
J−1)
(
sinα
cosα
)
= 0
so that c1 = 1, c2 = m, and
m(λ) = (sinα, cosα)M(λ)
(
sinα
cosα
)
.
Note that m is a Herglotz-Nevanlinna function.
9. Examples
We will now discuss two examples examining separately the effects of having Λ
non-empty and a missing definiteness condition.
9.1. Example I. Suppose (a, b) = R, n = 1, J = i, q = 0, and w = δ0. L2(w)
is the space of all complex-valued functions on R. To form L2(w) one identifies
any two such functions if their values at 0 agree. As a consequence L2(w) is one-
dimensional. We have Λ = {±2i}. Solutions of Ju′ = wf have to be constant on
both (−∞, 0) and (0,∞). Denoting these values by uℓ and ur, respectively, we have
that i(ur − uℓ) = f(0) and ur + uℓ = 2u(0). Since this system has solutions for
arbitrary values of u(0) and f(0) we have Tmax = L
2(w)×L2(w). However, to have
a solution of Ju′ = wf compactly supported requires uℓ = ur = u(0) = f(0) = 0
so that Tmin = {(0, 0)}. Note that Tmin is not densely defined and that Tmax is not
an operator. As relations, however, T ∗min = Tmax, in agreement with the Theorem
4.4.
Choosing x0 < 0 a fundamental matrix is given by
U(x, λ) =


1 if x < 0
2i/(2i− λ) if x = 0
(2i+ λ)/(2i− λ) if x > 0
when λ 6= ±2i. It follows that L0 is trivial and consequently we may identify Tmax
with Tmax and Tmin with Tmin etc.
Note that Dλ has dimension 1 (even when λ = ±2i) so that the deficiency
indices are both equal to 1. In particular, the spaces D±i are spanned respectively
by the vectors (u±,±iu±), where u+(x) =
{
1 if x < 0
3 if x > 0 and u−(x) =
{
3 if x < 0
1 if x > 0 .
A boundary condition giving rise to a self-adjoint relation is given by a function
g(x) = i
{ α−3β if x < 0
3α−β if x > 0 where |α| = |β| 6= 0. Then
(g∗Ju)−(∞)− (g∗Ju)+(−∞) = (3α− β)(ur − α− 3β
3α− βuℓ).
Note that the number γ = (α − 3β)/(3α − β) has absolute value 1. Thus, for a
given γ on the unit circle, we define now
T = {(u, f) ∈ Tmax : ur = γuℓ}
to obtain a self-adjoint restriction of Tmax. In fact, all self-adjoint restriction of
Tmax are obtained this way. If γ = −1, i.e., α = β, then T = {0} × L2(w) and the
operator part T0 of T is given by {(0, 0)} since H∞ = L2(w). Otherwise, if γ 6= −1,
we have H∞ = {0} and T = T0 is the operator of multiplication by the real number
λ0 = 2i(γ − 1)/(γ + 1).
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To determine Green’s function recall that x0 < 0 and note that conditions (6.3),
(6.4), and (6.6) are irrelevant. Only equation (6.5) serves to determine u0 and
hence H±. In fact we obtain A+(λ) = (3α − β)(2i + λ)/(2i − λ) and A−(λ) =
(3α− β)(2i+ λ0)/(2i− λ0) so that
F (λ) = −4i(3α− β) λ0 − λ
(2i− λ0)(2i− λ)
and
H±(λ) =
(λ± 2i)(λ0 ∓ 2i)
4(λ0 − λ) .
However, since w has no support on (−∞, x0] (implying that B− = {0}) we have
no need for H−. Now, if λ is in the resolvent set of T , i.e., if λ 6= λ0, and f ∈ L2(w),
we obtain
(Eλf)(x) =
f(0)
λ0 − λ


1 + iλ0/2 for x < 0
1 for x = 0
1− iλ0/2 for x > 0.
The M -function becomes
M(λ) =
4 + λλ0
4(λ0 − λ) =
3λ0
4(λ20 + 1)
+
∫ ( 1
t− λ −
t
t2 + 1
)
ν(t)
where ν = 14 (λ
2
0 + 4)δλ0 .
The Fourier transform is given by (Ff)(t) = 2if(0)/(2i + t). Of course, only
its value at t = λ0 is relevant. Its adjoint (or inverse) is given by (Gfˆ)(x) =
1
4 (λ
2
0 + 4)U(x, λ0)fˆ(λ0).
9.2. Example II. Let n = 2, a = 0, b ∈ (0,∞), J = ( 0 −11 0 ), q = 0, and w =(
1 0
0 0
)
. Then L2(w) consists of pairs of complex-valued functions on (0, b) whose
first components are square integrable. Any two such functions are equivalent if
their first components are equal almost everywhere. The corresponding classes form
L2(w) which is infinite-dimensional. In this case Λ is empty.
The relation Tmax is made up of elements (u, f) where
u =
(
c1
c2 −
∫ x
0 f1
)
and f =
(
f1
f2
)
with c1, c2 ∈ C, f1 ∈ L2(0, b) and f2 is completely arbitrary. (u, f) is in Tmin if
c1 = c2 = 0, supp f1 compact and
∫ b
0
f1 = 0. Thus Tmax is equivalent to C×L2(w)
while Tmin = {0} × {f ∈ L2(w) :
∫ b
0 f1 = 0}.
Fix x0 ∈ [0, b]. Then the fundamental matrix, for which U(x0, λ) = 1, is given
by
U(x, λ) =
(
1 0
λ(x0 − x) 1
)
.
Either column of U(·, λ) is a non-trivial solution of Ju′+ qu = λwu. While the first
column has positive norm the second has norm zero. Thus L0 is one-dimensional
so that the definiteness condition is violated. The projection P is given by
(
1 0
0 0
)
.
It also follows that the deficiency indices are both equal to 1.
A boundary condition is determined by an element ([v], [g]) ∈ Di ⊕D−i, i.e.,
(v, g) =
(
α+ β i(α− β)
−i(α− β)x (α+ β)x
)
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for which |α| = |β| 6= 0. It reads
0 = (g∗Ju)(b)− (g∗Ju)(0) = b(α+ β)u1(b) + i(α− β)(u2(b)− u2(0)).
If α = β we have a separated boundary condition and obtain T = {0} × L2(w).
Thus H∞ = L2(w) and T0 = {(0, 0)}. Otherwise, if α 6= β we have a mixed
boundary condition and the self-adjoint restrictions of Tmax are determined by
T = {(u, f) ∈ Tmax : γu1(b) + u2(b)− u2(0) = 0}
where γ = −ib(α + β)/(α − β) is an arbitrary real number. In this case we have
H∞ = {f ∈ L2(w) : (0, f) ∈ T } = {f ∈ L2(w) :
∫ b
0 f1 = 0} and H0 = L2(w) ⊖H∞
consists of the classes represented by functions with a constant first component.
We have T0 = T ∩ (H0 × H0) = Dλ0 where λ0 = γ/b. We emphasize that the
boundary conditions are well defined for ([u], [f ]) ∈ Tmax even though the second
components of the boundary values are not.
Since we have regular endpoints let us also illustrate Theorem 7.3. The space N
introduced in Section 7 is spanned by (0, 1, 0, 1)⊤. Since E([v], [g]) = (α+ β, i(α−
β)(x0 − x))⊤ we find that W is spanned by the vectors (1,±ix0, 1,∓i(b− x0))⊤. If
A˜ = (a1, a2, a3, a4) condition (2) in Theorem 7.3 requires (a2,−a1,−a4, a3)⊤ to be
in W and hence we get x0(a1+ a3) = ba1 and a4 = −a2. Using these requirements,
the condition A˜J−1A∗ = 0, i.e., condition (3), gives Im((a1 + a3)a2) = 0 so that
without loss of generality, we may assume that the aj are real. This, and the fact
that the first component of u is constant gives, as before, the boundary condition
(a1 + a3)u1 + a2(u2(b)− u2(0)).
We now determine H± for the case where α 6= β. First note that conditions
(6.3) and (6.4) are again irrelevant. Since A+(λ) = i(α − β)((b − x0)(λ0 − λ), 1),
A−(λ) = i(α− β)(−x0(λ0 − λ), 1), and PJ−1P = 0, we obtain
H−(λ) =
(
1/(b(λ0 − λ)) x0/b
0 0
)
and H+(λ) =
(
1/(b(λ0 − λ)) (x0 − b)/b
0 0
)
.
Thus, if λ is in the resolvent set of T , i.e., if λ 6= λ0, and f ∈ L2(w),
(Eλf)(x) =
∫ b
0
f1
b(λ0 − λ)
(
1
λ(x0 − x)
)
−
∫ x
x0
f1
(
0
1
)
.
The M -function becomes
M(λ) =
1
b(λ0 − λ)P =
λ0
b(λ20 + 1)
P +
∫ ( 1
t− λ −
t
t2 + 1
)
ν(t)
where ν = 1b δλ0P . We emphasize that for a fixed non-real λ the points 1/(b(λ0−λ))
lie on a circle centered at z0 = i/(2b Im(λ)) of radius |z0| when λ0 is on the real
line. As b tends to infinity this circle shrinks to the point 0.
The Fourier transform is given by (Ff)(λ) = ∫ U(·, λ)∗wf = (1, 0)⊤ ∫ f1. Note
that kerF = H∞.
Since the spectral projections are
S(ω) =
{
P if λ0 ∈ ω
0 if λ0 6∈ ω,
when P is the orthogonal projection from L2(w) to H0, we obtain
〈f, S(−∞, t)g〉w =
∫
χ(−∞,t)fˆ
∗dνgˆ
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for all f, g ∈ L2(w). It follows that 〈f,Pg〉 = 〈Ff,Fg〉ν , i.e., F : L2(w) → H0 is
unitary.
Define (Gfˆ)(x) = ∫ U(x, ·)dνfˆ = U(x, λ0)fˆ(λ0)/b when fˆ ∈ L2(ρ) and note that
this is in domTmax. In fact, it follows that F∗fˆ = [Gfˆ ]. In particular, if fˆ = Ff ,
then (Gfˆ)(x) = 1b
∫
f1(1, 0)
⊤ ∈ P[f ]. Moreover, (Ff)(t) = t(Fu)(t), if (u, f) ∈ T .
Appendix A. Distributions and measures
We collect here the most basic facts about distributions on real intervals and
their relationship with measures. In the case of distributions these may be found,
for instance, in the books by Gelfand and Shilov [9] or Ho¨rmander [12]. Locally
distributions of order 0 may be identified with measures whose theory as expounded
by, for instance, Rudin [16] and Folland [8] we assume known.
A.1. Distributions. The space of complex-valued functions defined on (a, b) which
have derivatives of all orders and are supported on compact subsets of (a, b), is
denoted by D((a, b)). These functions are called test functions. A linear functional
q on D((a, b)) is called a distribution on (a, b) if for every compact set K ⊂ (a, b)
there are constants C > 0 and k ∈ N0 such that
|q(φ)| ≤ C
k∑
j=0
sup{|φ(j)(x)| : x ∈ K} (A.1)
whenever the test function φ has its support in K. The set of all distributions on
(a, b) is denoted by D′((a, b)). If the integer k in (A.1) can be chosen uniformly
for every compact K ⊂ (a, b), then q is said to have finite order. The smallest
such integer is called the order of q. The set of distributions of order at most k is
denoted by D′k((a, b)).
The most basic example of a distribution is given by the map df : φ 7→
∫
φf
where f is a locally integrable complex-valued function on (a, b) and integration is
with respect to Lebesgue measure. However, not all distributions are of that type,
the most famous example being δ0 : φ 7→ φ(0) (assuming 0 ∈ (a, b)). Both df and
δ0 are distributions of order 0.
If two locally integrable functions determine the same distribution they must be
equal almost everywhere (Ho¨rmander [12], Theorem 1.2.5). Thus we may identify
df and f when f ∈ L1loc((a, b)). Indeed, in generalization of this fact, we will often
write
∫
φq or
∫
qφ in place of q(φ) as long as q ∈ D′((a, b)).
If q(φ) = 0 for all φ whose support is contained in the open set U ⊂ (a, b) we say
that the distribution q vanishes on U . The complement in (a, b) of the largest open
set on which q vanishes is called its support and is denoted by supp q. For example,
supp δ0 = {0}.
The set D′((a, b)) becomes a linear space upon defining αq1 + βq2 by (αq1 +
βq2)(φ) = αq1(φ) + βq2(φ) whenever q1, q2 ∈ D′((a, b)) and α, β ∈ C. Similarly,
D′k((a, b)) is a linear space for any non-negative integer k.
Next note that φ 7→ (−1)kq(φ(k)) is a distribution if q is and if k is a non-negative
integer. This distribution is called the k-th derivative of q and is denoted by q(k).
This name is due to the fact, shown by partial integration, that d
(k)
f (φ) =
∫
φf (k) if
f is k times differentiable in the classical sense. If a distribution q and its derivative
q′ can be represented by locally integrable functions f and g, respectively, then g is
called the weak derivative of f . In this case f is locally absolutely continuous and
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f ′ = g almost everywhere. Conversely, if f is locally absolutely continuous, then
(df )
′ = df ′ .
Distributions also have antiderivatives. To see this fix ψ ∈ D((a, b)) with ∫ ψ = 1
so that ϕ(x) =
∫
(φ − ψ ∫ φ)χ(a,x) defines a test function ϕ for any φ ∈ D((a, b)).
Now, if q is a distribution, define the linear functional p : φ 7→ −q(ϕ). It is easy to
check that p is a distribution. In fact, if q is of order k > 0, then p is of order k−1. If
q is of order 0, then so is p. Also, since
∫
φ′ = 0, we find that p′(φ) = −p(φ′) = q(φ),
i.e., p is an antiderivative of q. Two antiderivatives of a distribution differ by only
a constant as the following lemma shows.
Lemma A.1 (Du Bois-Reymond). Suppose the derivative of the distribution p is
zero. Then p is the constant distribution, i.e., there is a constant C such that
p(φ) = C
∫
φ for all φ ∈ D((a, b)).
Proof. Given the test function φ let again ϕ(x) =
∫
(φ − ψ ∫ φ)χ(a,x) where ψ ∈
D((a, b)) satisfies ∫ ψ = 1. Then
0 = p′(ϕ) = −p(ϕ′) = −p(φ) + p(ψ)
∫
φ.
Thus, choosing C = p(ψ) proves the claim. 
We may define the conjugate of a distribution q by
q(φ) = q(φ)
since φ is a test function if and only if φ is. Note that q = q. The distribution q
is called real if q = q. Equivalently, q is real if q(φ) ∈ R whenever φ assumes only
real values. Finally, q is called non-negative, if q(φ) ≥ 0 whenever φ ≥ 0. Every
non-negative distribution is of order 0 (Ho¨rmander [12], Theorem 2.1.7).
A.2. Lebesgue-Stieltjes measures and distributions of order 0. Suppose I
is an interval in R. For a function Q : I → C the variation of Q over I is
VarQ(I) = sup
{ n∑
j=1
|Q(xj)−Q(xj−1)| : xj ∈ I, x0 < x1 < ... < xn
}
.
If VarQ(I) is finite, we say that Q is of bounded variation on I. If VarQ(K) is finite
for all compact subintervals K of I, then Q is said to be of locally bounded variation
on I. Clearly, every non-decreasing function is of locally bounded variation. The set
of functions, which are of locally bounded variation, forms a vector space denoted
by BVloc(I). The functions of bounded variation constitute a subspace of BVloc(I),
which is denoted by BV(I). In fact, BV(I) is a Banach space with norm |||Q||| =
|Q(c)|+VarQ(I) when c is a fixed point in I.
Given a function Q ∈ BVloc((a, b)) we define the corresponding right- and left-
continuous functions Q+ and Q− by setting Q+(x) = limt↓xQ(t) and Q
−(x) =
limt↑xQ(t). We also define Q
#(x) = (Q+(x) + Q−(x))/2 which we call the bal-
anced representative of Q. Correspondingly we introduce the spaces BV+loc((a, b)),
BV−loc((a, b)), and BV
#
loc((a, b)) which collect, respectively, all right-continuous, left-
continuous, and balanced functions which are of locally bounded variation on (a, b).
A function Q ∈ BVloc((a, b)) generates a finite complex measure dQ, called a
Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure, on any compact subinterval K of (a, b). Any Lebesgue-
Stieltjes measures onK is defined at least on the collection of Borel-measurable sets
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contained in K. In particular, dQ([x, y]) = Q+(y)−Q−(x) whenever [x, y] ⊂ (a, b).
Unless Q is either of bounded variation or non-decreasing dQ cannot be extended
to a measure on (a, b). However, the variation function VQ, defined by
VQ(x) =


VarQ([c, x]) if x > c,
0 if x = c,
−VarQ([x, c]) if x < c,
is non-decreasing and hence generates a positive measure dVQ on (a, b). In fact,
dVQ− is the total variation measure of dQ when both are restricted to a compact
set. To simplify notation we put Qˆ = VQ− in the following. Since dQ is absolutely
continuous with respect to dQˆ, we may define the Radon-Nikodym derivative h =
dQ/dQˆ of dQ with respect to dQˆ. Note that h has absolute value 1. If f ∈ L1(dQˆ)
it is customary to write
∫
f dQ for
∫
fh dQˆ. In particular, if E ⊂ K, then dQ(E) =∫
χEdQ =
∫
χEhdQˆ.
Next, given a Q ∈ BVloc((a, b)), the assignment φ 7→
∫
φ dQ for φ ∈ D((a, b)) is
a distribution of order 0. In fact, every distribution of order 0 is of this nature by
the following variant of Riesz’s representation theorem.
Theorem A.2. If q is a distribution of order 0, then there is a function Q ∈
BVloc((a, b)) such that q(φ) =
∫
φq =
∫
φdQ.
Proof. We may extend the domain of q to the space C0c ((a, b)) of compactly sup-
ported continuous functions on (a, b) (Ho¨rmander [12], Theorem 1.3.2). If the
open interval U has compact closure in (a, b) and if C0c (U) is equipped with the
uniform norm, q becomes a bounded linear functional on C0c (U). By Riesz’s rep-
resentation theorem (see, for instance, Theorem 6.19 in Rudin [16] or Theorem
7.17 in Folland [8]) there is a function QU of bounded variation on U such that
q(φ) =
∫
φ dQU for all test functions φ whose support is in U . The claim follows
now since (a, b) is a countable union of compact intervals. 
In accordance with this theorem we will always assume that antiderivatives of
distributions of order 0 are of locally bounded variation. The theorem says that dis-
tributions of order 0 on (a, b) are in one-to-one correspondence with set functions
which locally are measures on (a, b) and we will colloquially use the expressions
“measure” and “distributions of order 0” interchangeably. Similarly, if q is a distri-
bution of order 0, we will use the notation L1(q) (or L1loc(q)) for the set of functions
f which are (locally) integrable with respect to the total variation of the measure
corresponding to q.
For functions of locally bounded variation we have the following integration by
parts formula (see Hewitt and Stromberg [10], Theorem 21.67 and Remark 21.68):
Lemma A.3. If F,G ∈ BVloc((a, b)), then∫
[x1,x2)
(F+dG+G−dF ) = (FG)−(x2)− (FG)−(x1)
whenever [x1, x2] ⊂ (a, b).
Since
∫
{x}(F
+dG + G−dF ) = (FG)+(x) − (FG)−(x) it is easy to extend the
integration by parts formula to other kinds of intervals.
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Lemma A.3 shows that the map φ 7→ ∫ φQ is an antiderivative of φ 7→ ∫ φdQ
when Q ∈ BVloc((a, b)). This allows us to use the following notation∫
fQ′ =
∫
fdQ =
∫
fhdQˆ
whenever f is integrable with respect to the measure generated by Qˆ, and h is
the Radon-Nikodym derivative dQ/dQˆ. The statement of Lemma A.3 may thus be
rephrased as a product rule for functions of locally bounded variation:
(FG)′ = F+G′ + F ′G−. (A.2)
We close this section with the following observation. Suppose q is a distribution
of order zero with antiderivative Q and f ∈ L1loc(q). Then
fq = qf : φ 7→ q(fφ) =
∫
fφ dQ (A.3)
is also a distribution of order zero. Moreover, qf = qf .
A.3. Matrix- and vector-valued distributions. If K is a set of numbers, func-
tions, or operators we denote the set of m× n-matrices whose entries are elements
of K by Km×n. Herem and n denote the number of rows and columns, respectively.
If n = 1 we may write Km instead of Km×1. In particular, Cm is a space of columns
of m complex numbers. If x ∈ Cm, then x∗ denotes the row whose entries are the
complex conjugates of the entries of x. Of course, Cm is a Hilbert space under
the scalar product x∗y (which is linear in the second argument). We denote the
elements of the canonical basis in Cm by ek, k = 1, ...,m, i.e., the j-th component
of ek equals 1 if j = k and 0 otherwise.
For a matrix-valued function Q we define VarQ and VQ analogously to the case
of scalar-valued functions except that we use the | · |1-norm instead of the absolute
value. It is easy to verify that
VarQ(I) =
m∑
j=1
n∑
k=1
VarQj,k(I). (A.4)
The definitions of bounded and locally bounded variation extend then immediately
to the matrix-valued case. In particular, BV((a, b))m×n and BV#((a, b))m×n are
Banach spaces with norm |||Q||| = |Q(c)|1 + VarQ(a, b) when c is a fixed point in
(a, b).
For q ∈ D′0((a, b))m×n with associated antiderivative Q we define ∆q(x) =
Q+(x) −Q−(x). If I is a subinterval of (a, b) we have
sup
x∈I
|∆q(x)|1 ≤
∑
x∈I
|∆q(x)|1 ≤ VarQ(I) =
∫
I
dVQ (A.5)
assuming that Q is left-continuous.
Recall that a matrix M in Cn×n is called non-negative if a∗Ma ≥ 0 for all
a ∈ Cn. Similarly, a Cn×n-valued function W defined on some interval is called
non-decreasing, if a∗Wa is non-decreasing whenever a ∈ Cn.
If w ∈ D′0((a, b))m×n we define w∗ ∈ D′0((a, b))n×m by setting (w∗)k,ℓ = wℓ,k
extending the usual definition of adjoints of matrices of numbers. A distribution
w ∈ D′0((a, b))n×n is called Hermitian if w∗ = w. It is called non-negative, if
the distribution a∗wa is non-negative for any a ∈ Cn. Of course, this definition
agrees with the previous one, if n = 1. Note that a non-negative distribution
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must be Hermitian and that its diagonal elements and thus its trace must each be
non-negative distributions, too.
Now assume that w is a non-negative distribution, i.e., it has a non-decreasing
antiderivative W , and let S = trW , a non-decreasing scalar function, be an anti-
derivative of trw. It follows that S1 −W is also non-decreasing and this, in turn
implies that the measures generated by the Wj,k on a compact interval K ⊂ (a, b)
are absolutely continuous with respect to dS. Thus, by the Radon-Nikodym the-
orem, there is a locally dS-integrable matrix W˜ such that w = W˜dS. For each
a ∈ Cn we have 0 ≤ a∗W˜a ≤ tr W˜ = 1 outside a set of dS-measure 0. Since vectors
with rational components are dense in Cn we find that 0 ≤ W˜ ≤ tr W˜ = 1 pointwise
almost everywhere with respect to dS.
A.4. Dependence on a parameter. Suppose Ω is a subset of C and r a function
from Ω to D′0((a, b))n×m with associated left-continuous antiderivative R(., λ). If
r0 ∈ D′0((a, b))n×m with left-continuous antiderivative R0, we say r(λ) converges to
r0 in variation as λ tends to λ0, a limit point of Ω, if limλ→λ0 VarR(.,λ)−R0([c, d]) = 0
whenever [c, d] ⊂ (a, b). The limit r0 is then uniquely determined. If Ω is an
open subset of C, we say that r is continuous in Ω if r(λ) converges to r(λ0)
in variation for each λ0 ∈ Ω. Moreover, r is analytic in Ω, if for each λ0 ∈ Ω
there exists r˙(λ0) ∈ D′0((a, b))n×m, called the derivative of r at λ0, such that
(r(λ)− r(λ0))/(λ−λ0) converges to r˙(λ0) in variation as λ tends to λ0. Obviously,
if r is analytic in Ω, then r is continuous in Ω. Furthermore, it follows then from
(A.5) that λ 7→ ∆r(λ)(x) is analytic in Ω for each x ∈ (a, b) and its derivative at λ0
is given by ∆r˙(λ0)(x).
Theorem A.4. Let Ω be an open subset of C and let A ∈ Cn×n an invertible
matrix. Let r : Ω→ D′0((a, b))n×n be continuous in Ω. If [s, t] ⊂ (a, b) and K is a
compact subset of Ω, then the following statements hold:
(a) The matrix A+∆r(λ)(x) is bounded in [s, t]×K.
(b) If det(A+∆r(λ)(x)) 6= 0 for all (x, λ) ∈ [s, t]×K, then det(A +∆r(λ)(x))
is bounded away from zero in [s, t] × K. Therefore (A + ∆r(λ)(x))−1 is
bounded in [s, t]×K.
(c) If r(λ) = λw − q where q, w ∈ D′0((a, b))n×n and det(A − ∆q(x)) 6= 0
for all x ∈ [s, t], then the number of points (x, λ) ∈ [s, t] × K such that
det(A+ λ∆w(x)−∆q(x)) = 0 is finite.
Proof. (a) follows from (A.5) and the continuity of λ 7→ VarR(.,λ)([s, t]) on K.
For (b) assume to the contrary that j 7→ (xj , λj) is a sequence in [s, t]×K such
that limj→∞ det(A + ∆r(λj)(xj)) = 0. We may assume that (xj , λj) converges to
(x, λ) ∈ [s, t] × K. If {xj : j ∈ N} is finite, this implies that limj→∞ det(A +
∆r(λj)(x)) = 0. But limj→∞ |∆r(λj)(x) −∆r(λ)(x)|1 = 0 so det(A +∆r(λ)(x)) = 0
which is a contradiction. On the other hand, if {xj : j ∈ N} is infinite, then we may
assume that j 7→ xj is a sequence of distinct points. It follows from |∆r(λj)(xj)|1 ≤
|∆r(λj)−r(λ)(xj)|1 + |∆r(λ)(xj)|1 and (A.5) that limj→∞ |∆r(λj)(xj)|1 = 0 which
implies that det(A + ∆r(λ)(x)) = 0. This contradiction finishes the proof of the
first part of (b). The last statement in (b) follows since the inverse of a matrix may
be written in terms of its cofactors and its determinant.
To prove (c) note that ∆r(λ)(x) = λ∆w(x) − ∆q(x). Assume to the contrary
that j 7→ (xj , λj) is a sequence of distinct points in [s, t] × K such that det(A +
∆r(λj)(xj)) = 0. Note that the invertibility of A −∆q(x) for all x ∈ [s, t] implies
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that the set {xj : j ∈ N} is infinite. Therefore we may assume that j → xj is a
sequence of distinct points and that j → λj converges to, say, λ. But |∆r(λj)(xj)|1 ≤
|∆r(λj)−r(λ)(xj)|1+ |∆r(λ)(xj)|1 and the right hand side tends to zero as j →∞ so
det(1) = 0 and this contradiction completes the proof of (c). 
Appendix B. Linear relations
We present here the basic facts about linear relations and their spectral theory.
Our presentation in Sections B.1 – B.4 follows closely Bennewitz’s paper [2] but we
added Theorem B.7.
B.1. Basic definitions. LetH andHk (for various k) be Hilbert spaces with scalar
products 〈·, ·〉 and 〈·, ·〉k, respectively. We consider H1 × H2 to be the external
direct sum of H1 and H2, i.e., a Hilbert space with scalar product 〈(u, f), (v, g)〉 =
〈u, v〉 + 〈f, g〉. A (closed) linear relation in H1 × H2 is a (closed) linear subspace
of H1 × H2. The domain and the range of a linear relation S in H1 × H2 are the
sets dom(S) = {u ∈ H1 : ∃f : (u, f) ∈ S} and ran(S) = {f ∈ H2 : ∃u : (u, f) ∈ S},
respectively. The set ker(S) = {u ∈ H1 : (u, 0) ∈ S} is called the kernel of S.
Clearly, dom(S) and ker(S) are subspaces of H1 and ran(S) is a subspace of H2.
If T is also a linear relation and S ⊂ T , then T is called an extension of S and S
is called a restriction of T . A linear relation S ⊂ H1 ×H2 is called densely defined
if dom(S) is a dense subset of H1. A linear relation S is called a linear operator ,
if (u, f) ∈ S and (u, g) ∈ S imply f = g. A linear operator S ⊂ H1 ×H2 is called
bounded , if there is a number C ≥ 0 such that ‖f‖2 ≤ C‖u‖1 whenever (u, f) ∈ S.
Note that with these notations we do not distinguish between a relation (or an
operator) and its graph. Nevertheless we will sometimes write S : dom(S) → H2
instead of S ⊂ H1 × H2 and Sx = f instead of (x, f) ∈ S when S is an operator.
If H = H1 = H2 we denote the identity operator {(u, u) : u ∈ H} by 1.
Next we define an addition and a scalar multiplication of linear relations in
H1 × H2. Suppose S and T are two such relations and α is a complex number.
Then we set
αS = {(u, αf) : (u, f) ∈ S}
and
S + T = {(u, f + g) : (u, f) ∈ S, (u, g) ∈ T }.
In particular, the domain of S+T is the intersection of the domains of S and T . We
emphasize that this notion of addition must not be confused with a (direct) sum
of subspaces. The operation of addition is associative and commutative and the
zero operator {(u, 0) : u ∈ H1} is the additive identity element. However, not every
relation has an additive inverse. Indeed to have an additive inverse it is necessary
(and sufficient) for a relation to be an everywhere defined operator.
We also define composite relations
S ◦ T = {(u,w) ∈ H1 ×H3 : ∃v ∈ H2 : (u, v) ∈ T, (v, w) ∈ S},
if T and S are linear relations in H1×H2 and H2×H3, respectively. We will mostly
abbreviate S ◦ T by ST .
Each linear relation has an inverse and an adjoint. The inverse of S ⊂ H1 ×H2
is
S−1 = {(f, u) ∈ H2 ×H1 : (u, f) ∈ S}.
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The adjoint of S ⊂ H1 ×H2 is
S∗ = {(v, g) ∈ H2 ×H1 : ∀(u, f) ∈ S : 〈g, u〉1 = 〈v, f〉2}.
One checks easily that S−1 and S∗ are linear relations themselves.
Suppose S and T are linear relations in H1×H2. Then the following statements
hold.
(1) If S ⊂ T , then T ∗ ⊂ S∗.
(2) S∗ is a closed linear relation and S∗∗ = S, the closure of S.
(3) If S is a linear relation, then kerS∗ = (ranS)⊥.
A linear relation E is called symmetric, if E ⊂ E∗ and self-adjoint if E = E∗.
Note that, if E is symmetric, then so is its closure E.
B.2. Resolvents. Throughout this section we assume that E is a linear relation
in H×H. For λ ∈ C we define the deficiency spaces Dλ = {(u, λu) ∈ E∗} and the
solvability spaces Sλ = ran(E −λ). Note that Sλ = {f ∈ H : ∃v ∈ H : (v, λv+ f) ∈
E}.
Lemma B.1. Suppose E is a closed symmetric relation and λ ∈ C \ R. Then the
relation (E − λ)−1 is a closed linear operator with domain Sλ. Moreover, Sλ and
dom(Dλ) are closed and H = dom(Dλ)⊕ Sλ.
Proof. If (u, v) ∈ (E − λ)−1 then (v, λv + u) ∈ E ⊂ E∗. Thus Im(〈v, λv + u〉) = 0
which implies, employing Cauchy’s inequality, ‖v‖ ≤ ‖u‖/| Imλ|. Since v = 0 if
u = 0 this proves that (E − λ)−1 is an operator. Since E is closed, so are E − λ
and (E − λ)−1.
Since (f, g) ∈ E implies that g − λf ∈ Sλ and Dλ ⊂ E∗ it follows that w ∈ S⊥λ
if and only if w ∈ domDλ, i.e., domDλ = S⊥λ .
It remains to show that Sλ is closed. Thus suppose that n 7→ un ∈ Sλ converges
to u ∈ H. This implies that there are vn such that (un, vn) ∈ (E −λ)−1. If n 7→ vn
converges, the fact that (E − λ)−1 is closed proves that Sλ is also closed. Since we
have ‖vn − vm‖ ≤ ‖un − um‖/| Imλ| and that un is Cauchy, we get that vn is also
Cauchy. This completes the proof. 
If E is closed one defines the set ρ(E) of those complex numbers λ for which
(E − λ)−1 is a closed linear operator with domain H, i.e.,
ρ(E) = {λ ∈ C : ker(E − λ) = {0}, ran(E − λ) = H}.
ρ(E) is called the resolvent set of E. The set σ(E) = C\ρ(E) is called the spectrum
of E. In particular, an eigenvalue of E, i.e., a number λ such that ker(E−λ) 6= {0},
is always in σ(E). The operator (E−λ)−1, commonly denoted by Rλ, is called the
resolvent of E at λ. The closed graph theorem shows that there is a constant C
such that ‖v‖ ≤ C‖u‖ whenever λ ∈ ρ(E) and (u, v) ∈ Rλ, i.e., Rλ is a bounded
linear operator when λ ∈ ρ(E).
Theorem B.2. The resolvent set and the resolvent of a closed linear relation E
have the following properties.
(1) The resolvent set ρ(E) is open.
(2) If λ, µ ∈ ρ(E) the resolvent relation Rλ −Rµ = (λ− µ)RλRµ holds.
(3) If E is self-adjoint, then C \ R ⊂ ρ(E).
(4) If E is self-adjoint, then R∗λ = Rλ.
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Proof. Suppose µ ∈ ρ(E) and ‖v‖ ≤ C‖u‖ for all (u, v) ∈ Rµ. Let v0 = 0 and,
for n ∈ N, vn =
∑n−1
k=0 (λ− µ)kRk+1µ u for any λ whose distance from µ is less than
1/C. Then vn is a Cauchy sequence and hence converges to some v˜ ∈ H. One
shows by induction that (vn, µvn + (λ− µ)vn−1 + u) ∈ E. Since E is closed we get
(v˜, λv˜ + u) ∈ E so that ran(E − λ) = H. We also have ker(E − λ) = {0}. This
proves (1).
To prove (2) suppose u = Rλf and v = Rµf . Then (u, λu + f) and (v, µv + f)
are in E as is their difference (u−v, λ(u−v)+(λ−µ)v). Thus u−v = (λ−µ)Rλv.
If (u, λu) ∈ E = E∗ then (λ− λ)‖u‖2 = 0. Thus, if λ is not real, then Dλ = {0}
and Lemma B.1 gives Sλ = H proving (3).
Finally, if (f, u) ∈ Rλ and (g, v) ∈ Rλ, then (u, λu + f) ∈ E and (v, λv + g) ∈
E = E∗. Thus 〈v, λu + f〉 = 〈λv + g, u〉 which is equivalent to 〈v, f〉 = 〈g, u〉. It
follows that Rλ ⊂ R∗λ. The opposite inclusion holds, too, and is proved by reading
the previous argument backwards. 
B.3. Extension theory for symmetric relations.
Theorem B.3. If E is a closed symmetric relation in H×H and λ ∈ C \R, then
E∗ = E+˙Dλ+˙Dλ. The space Dλ+˙Dλ is closed. If λ = ±i the sum is, in fact,
orthogonal, i.e., E∗ = E ⊕Di ⊕D−i.
Proof. It is easy to see that Dλ and Dλ intersect only trivially and that Dλ+˙Dλ
is closed. Now suppose (u, v) ∈ E∗. By Lemma B.1 there are s ∈ Sλ and w ∈
domDλ such that v − λu = s+ w. By the definition of Sλ there is a u0 such that
(u0, λu0 + s) ∈ E. Then
(u, v)− (u0, λu0+ s)−α(w, λw) = (u−u0−αw, λ(u−u0−αw)+ (1+α(λ−λ))w).
Since we may choose α so that 1 + α(λ− λ) = 0 any element of E∗ can be written
as a sum of an element in E, an element in Dλ, and an element in Dλ. We now
prove that E and Dλ+˙Dλ intersect only trivially. If (u, v) ∈ E ∩ (Dλ+˙Dλ), then
v − λu ∈ Sλ ∩ dom(Dλ) = {0}. This means that (u, λu) ∈ E ⊂ E∗ implying that
λ‖u‖2 = λ‖u‖2 and hence u = v = 0. This shows actually that the direct sum
of any two of E, Dλ and Dλ intersects only trivially with the third. Thus it is
permissible to write E∗ = E+˙Dλ+˙Dλ. The last statement is easily checked. 
Corollary B.4. As long as λ remains in either the upper or the lower half plane
dimDλ is independent of λ.
Proof. Suppose Imλ, Imµ > 0. If (u, µu) ∈ Dµ ⊂ E∗ then (u, µu) may be written
uniquely as (v0 + v1 + v2, f0 + λv1 + λv2) where (v0, f0) ∈ E, (v1, λv1) ∈ Dλ, and
(v2, λv2) ∈ Dλ. Let P : Dµ → Dλ be the linear map which assigns (v1, λv1) to
(u, µu). Assume P (u, µu) = (0, 0), i.e.(u, µu) = (v0 + v2, f0 + λv2). Then
2i Imµ‖u‖2 = 〈u, µu〉 − 〈µu, u〉 = 〈v2, λv2〉 − 〈λv2, v2〉 = −2i Imλ‖v2‖2
using that (v0, f0) and (v2, λv2) are in E
∗. Thus kerP is trivial and hence dimDµ ≤
dimDλ. Switching the roles of µ and λ proves the opposite inequality and hence
the claim. 
The dimensions of D±i, denoted by n±, are called deficiency indices of E. Note
that, if E is not closed, its deficiency spaces coincide with those of E.
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We now want to characterize the symmetric extensions of E. Let V = Di⊕D−i
and d = dimV = n++n−. We shall use the operator J : H×H → H×H : (u, f) 7→
(f,−u). If we denote the scalar product of the Hilbert space H × H also by 〈·, ·〉
we get 〈g, u〉 − 〈v, f〉 = 〈J (v, g), (u, f)〉 and hence J (S∗) = S⊥ and S∗ = J (S⊥)
for any relation S ⊂ H×H. Also note that dom(V ) = ran(V ) and J (V ) = V .
Theorem B.5. Let E be a closed symmetric relation in H×H. Then F is a closed
symmetric extension of E if and only if
F = E ⊕ {(u+ v, i(u− v)) : (u, v) ∈ L},
where L ⊂ (domDi)×(domD−i) is a norm-preserving closed linear operator. More-
over, F is self-adjoint if and only if domL = domDi and ranL = domD−i.
Proof. Let F be a closed symmetric extension of E. Then L = {(u, v) ∈ H × H :
(u + v, i(u − v)) ∈ F ⊖ E} is a linear subspace of (domDi) × (domD−i) and
F ⊖ E = {(u + v, i(u − v)) : (u, v) ∈ L}. Now (u + v, i(u − v)) ∈ F ⊖ E implies
〈u+ v, i(u− v)〉 = 〈i(u− v), u+ v〉. Thus ‖u‖ = ‖v‖ showing that L is an operator.
Also L is closed since F ⊖ E is.
If L ⊂ (domDi) × (domD−i) is a norm-preserving closed linear operator, set
F = E ⊕ {(u + v, i(u − v)) : (u, v) ∈ L} which is closed since L is. Assuming
(r, f), (s, g) ∈ F ⊂ E∗ we need to show that 〈r, g〉 = 〈f, s〉. Let (u + v, i(u − v))
and (x+ y, i(x− y)) be the respective projections of (r, f) and (s, g) onto V . Since
(r, f), (x+y, i(x−y)) ∈ E∗ we get 〈r, g〉−〈f, s〉 = 〈u+v, i(x−y)〉−〈i(u−v), x+y〉 =
2i〈u, x〉 − 2i〈v, y〉. This is 0 since L is norm-preserving.
Now assume that F = F ∗ is generated by L and that u ∈ (domDi) ⊖ (domL).
Then (u, iu) ∈ F ∗ = F and hence (u, 0) ∈ L. This implies u = 0 so that domL =
domDi. Similarly one shows ranL = domD−i.
For the converse suppose that domL = domDi, ranL = domD−i, and F =
E ⊕ {(u + v, i(u − v)) : (u, v) ∈ L}. We know F ⊂ F ∗ and need to show F ∗ ⊂ F .
Hence assume (r0 + a + b, f0 + ia − ib) ∈ F ∗ when (r0, f0) ∈ E, (a, ia) ∈ Di
and (b,−ib) ∈ D−i. Then (a, x), (y, b) ∈ L for suitable x, y and therefore both
(a+x, i(a−x)) and (y+ b, i(y− b)) are in F ⊂ E∗. From this and since L is norm-
preserving it follows that ‖x‖2 = ‖a‖2 = 〈b, x〉 = 〈Ly, La〉 = 〈y, a〉 = ‖b‖2 = ‖y‖2.
Thus ‖y − a‖2 = ‖b− x‖2 = 0 which completes the proof. 
Lemma B.6. If F is a closed symmetric extension of the closed symmetric relation
E in H×H, then dim(F ⊖ E) = dim(E∗ ⊖ F ∗) ≤ dim(E∗ ⊖ F ).
Proof. Since F ⊖E = F ∗∗∩E⊥ we have J (F ⊖E) = (F ∗)⊥∩E∗ = E∗⊖F ∗. Since
J is bijective it follows that dim(F ⊖ E) = dim(E∗ ⊖ F ∗). The inequality holds
since F ⊂ F ∗. 
Theorem B.7. Suppose E is a closed symmetric relation in H × H with d =
dimV < ∞ and that m ≤ d/2 is a natural number or 0. If A : E∗ → Cd−m is
a surjective linear operator such that E ⊂ kerA and AJA∗ has rank d − 2m then
kerA is a closed symmetric extension of E for which the dimension of (kerA)⊖E
is m. Conversely, every proper closed symmetric extension of E is the kernel of
such a linear operator A. Finally, kerA is self-adjoint if and only if AJA∗ = 0,
i.e., m = d/2.
Proof. Suppose that A ⊂ E∗×Cd−m is given with the stated properties. Since E is
closed and V is finite-dimensional, kerA is closed and A itself is bounded. Therefore
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A∗ ⊂ Cd−m ×E∗ is a bounded linear operator defined on all of Cd−m. Its range is
orthogonal to kerA and its kernel is orthogonal to ranA. Thus A∗ is injective and
ranA∗ = E∗ ∩ (kerA)⊥. This implies ran(JA∗) = J (ranA∗) = (kerA)∗ ∩ E⊥ ⊂
domA. Hence B = AJA∗ is well defined, in fact it is a linear operator from Cd−m to
itself. Now note that S = JA∗(kerB) has dimensionm, the same as kerB, and that
it is a subset of (kerA)∩E⊥. However, (kerA)∩E⊥ = ker(A|V ) also has dimension
m since A|V is surjective. It follows that (kerA)∩E⊥ = S ⊂ ran(JA∗) ⊂ (kerA)∗.
Since kerA ⊂ E∗ we also have E ⊂ (kerA)∗ and thus kerA ⊂ (kerA)∗, i.e., kerA
is symmetric.
For the converse, suppose that F is a closed symmetric extension of E. Let
D = F ⊖ E, D′ = E∗ ⊖ F , and m = dimD. Since V = D ⊕D′, the dimension of
D′ is d − m. Thus Lemma B.6 implies that 2m ≤ d. Pick an orthonormal basis
(v1, g1), (v2, g2), ..., (vd−m, gd−m) of D
′ and define A : E∗ → Cd−m by Aj(u, f) =
〈(vj , gj), (u, f)〉. Then A : E∗ 7→ Cd−m is a surjective linear operator whose kernel
is F and thus contains E. It follows that A∗ is injective and ranA∗ = D′. Again
B = AJA∗ is well defined and we need to show that dimkerB = m. As before we
have JA∗(kerB) ⊂ (kerA)∩E⊥ = D so that dimkerB ≤ m. Also, if U denotes the
m-dimensional subspace of Cd−m which is mapped by JA∗ to D, then U ⊂ kerB
implying m ≤ dimkerB.
Finally, Lemma B.6 implies that m = d/2 if and only if kerA = (kerA)∗. 
B.4. Reduction of a self-adjoint relation to a self-adjoint operator. Sup-
pose E is a self-adjoint linear relation in H×H and define H∞ = {g ∈ H : (0, g) ∈
E}. Then H∞ is a closed subspace of H1. The following theorem associates an
operator, densely defined in H0 = H⊥∞, to E.
Theorem B.8. Suppose E is self-adjoint linear relation in H × H. Then the
following two statements are true.
(1) The domain of E is a dense subset of H0.
(2) E0 = E ∩ (H0 ×H0) is a densely defined self-adjoint operator in H0 ×H0.
E0 is called the operator part of E.
Proof. If u ∈ domE, i.e., (u, f) ∈ E = E∗ for some f , and if g ∈ H∞, i.e., (0, g) ∈
E, then 〈g, u〉 = 〈0, f〉. Thus domE ⊂ H0. Next assume that g ∈ H0 ∩ (domE)⊥.
Then, for all (u, f) ∈ E, we have 0 = 〈u, g〉 = 〈f, 0〉 so that (0, g) ∈ E∗ = E. This
implies g = 0 proving (1).
To prove (2) denote the adjoint of E0 in H0 × H0 by E†0 . Suppose (u, f) ∈ E
where f = f0 + f∞ with f0 ∈ H0 and f∞ ∈ H∞, i.e., (0, f∞) ∈ E. Then (u, f0) =
(u, f)− (0, f∞) ∈ E. this shows that the domains of E and E0 coincide. It remains
to show that E0 = E
†
0. To show that E0 ⊂ E†0 pick (u, f) ∈ E0 ⊂ E∗. Then, for
every (v, g) ∈ E0 ⊂ E, 〈g, u〉 = 〈v, f〉. To show E†0 ⊂ E0 suppose (u, f) ∈ E†0 . We
will show that (u, f) ∈ E∗ which implies, since E∗ = E, that (u, f) ∈ E0. Finally,
to show (u, f) ∈ E∗ consider any (v, g) ∈ E and note that g = g0+g∞ with g0 ∈ H0
and g∞ ∈ H∞. Thus (v, g0) ∈ E0 so that 〈g0, u〉 − 〈v, f〉 = 0. Since 〈g∞, u〉 = 0,
too, we get, as desired, 〈g, u〉 = 〈v, f〉. 
We will also need the following result about the relationships between the resol-
vents of E and E0. Of course, we consider E0 as a relation H0 ×H0.
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Theorem B.9. If E is a self-adjoint linear relation in H×H, then ρ(E) = ρ(E0).
Moreover, the resolvent Rλ of E annihilates the space H∞, i.e., Rλf = 0 whenever
f ∈ H∞. Finally, the resolvent of E0 is given by Rλ ∩ (H0 ×H0).
Proof. Since domE0 = domE we have ker(E0 − λ) = ker(E − λ). We also have
ran(E0 − λ) = ran(E − λ) ∩H0. Thus, if ran(E − λ) = H, then ran(E0 − λ) = H0.
Next note that (0, f) ∈ E if and only if (0, f) ∈ E − λ. Hence H∞ ⊂ ran(E − λ).
This implies that ran(E − λ) = H, if ran(E0 − λ) = H0.
Since (0, f) ∈ E−λ when f ∈ H∞, we have (f, 0) ∈ (E−λ)−1 which proves our
second claim.
Lastly, suppose (f, u) ∈ (E0 − λ)−1. Then (u, λ+ f) ∈ E0 ⊂ E. But this means
that (f, u) ∈ (E − λ)−1. 
B.5. The spectral theorem for self-adjoint operators. For easy reference and
to fix notation we state here the spectral theorem for self-adjoint operators. See
Rudin [17] for additional details.
Definition B.10. Suppose M is a σ-algebra on R which includes the Borel sets
and π is a function on M whose values are orthogonal projections in the Hilbert
space H. π is called a resolution of the identity if it has the following properties.
(1) π(∅) = 0 and π(R) = 1.
(2) π(B ∩B′) = π(B)π(B′) whenever B,B′ ∈M.
(3) If B,B′ ∈M are disjoint, then π(B ∪B′) = π(B) + π(B′).
(4) For every f, g ∈ H the function t 7→ Πf,g(t) = 〈f, π((−∞, t))g〉 is left-
continuous and of bounded variation and hence induces a complex measure
defined on M.
π(B) is called the spectral projection of B.
Theorem B.11. Suppose E0 ⊂ H0×H0 is a densely defined, self-adjoint operator.
Then there exists a unique resolution of the identity π such that
〈f, E0g〉 =
∫
t dΠf,g(t)
for any f ∈ H0 and g ∈ domE0.
Moreover, π is concentrated on σ(E0), i.e., π(A) = 0 for A ⊂ ρ(E0) ∩R, and
〈f,Rλg〉 =
∫
1
t− λ dΠf,g(t)
for λ ∈ ρ(E0).
If E is a self-adjoint relation in H×H and E0 ⊂ H0 ×H0 is its operator part,
we extend the domain of definition of the spectral projections π(B) from H0 to
H by setting π(B)f = 0 whenever f ∈ H∞. Thus π(R) becomes the orthogonal
projection from H onto H0.
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